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ABSTRACT 

Eddy ciirront. noiulestriictivo testing (NDT) methods are used extensively in the inspection of 

aircraft structures. Improvements and innovations in probe design are constantly rec|uired for detec

tion of flaws in complex nniltilayer aircraft structures. Some of the challenges encountered in airi'raft 

inspection are (i) detection of flaws in close proximity to edges, (ii) fletection of cracks in the the 

second or third layer (iii) detection of corrosion in second and third layer. This thesis investigates 

alternate designs of eddy current probes for addressing some of these problems. 

An important aspect of probe design is the capability to simulate prohe performam-e. Numerical 

computation and visualization of the electromagnetic fields can provide valuable insight into the 

design of new probes. Finite elenient methods have been used in this dissertation to numerically 

compute the electromagnetic fields associated with the probe coils, and the eddy current probe 

signals. Most practical test geometries are three dimensional and consequently the luimerical models 

are computationaly intensive requiring considerable computing resources. .V major contribution of 

this thesis is development of techniques to reduce the computer resource requirement in the finite 

element modeling of the eddy current phenomenon. 

The first flaw detection problem is addressed by focusing the flux of the probe using active 

compensation techniques. A novel eddy current probe using a combination of coils is proposed and 

studied using the :5D model simulation. The probe consists of two current carrying concentric coils 

to detect flaws closer to the sample edges. 

Detection of defects in the second and third layer of samples has been demonstrated using the 

remote field eddy current (RFEC) method. In the RFEC method the pickup coils are located in 

the far field region which leads to a large volume to be modeled numericaly with large number of 

elements. A method involving partitioning the volume in the 3D finite element model is demonstrated 

for the RFEC detection of defects. 

Magneto-optic /eddy current imaging (MOI) techniques have shown considerable promise in the 

detection of corrosion in the second layer. MOI is a nondestructive testing method currently in use 
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in aircraft frame inspex-tioii and it involves optically sensing the magnetic (iekl induced by tlie eddy 

cnrrents in the test sample. numerical model for simidating the MOl test, geometry has hei-n 

developed as an aid for tool optimization. 

In all the modeling work, effort is focused towards reducing the computation time and utilizing 

larger computer memory. The programs that solve the linear ec|uations obtained in the finite element 

method have been parallelized using the message passing interface (.VfPI) to run on a cluster of" 

computers. Domain decomposition is aciiievefl by subdivirling the stiffness matrix and solving the 

submatrii-es in parallel. Results of iinplemention for a banded complex symnietriir matrix using three 

proi-es.sors are presented. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Eddy ciirront, met hods arc iisod pxtensivoly in thi' inspection ant! evahiation of conthict ing ma

terials. An eddy cnrrent probe simply consists of a <*oil or a sot of coils excited by a time varyini; 

current. When this probe is brought close to a conducting material, it induces (eddy) currents in 

the specimen (Faraday's law). The effect of these induced currents is to change the impedance of 

the probe coils. The magnetic field produced by these eddy-i'urrents as given by .Vmprere's law. 

oppo.ses the field produced by the current in the prolje coil (Lenz's law). The net effect is a change 

in the m.agnetic flux linking the coil which iiy di>finition is the coil inductance. The eddy currents 

also cause energy to bo dissipated in the conducting material thereby resulting in a change of the 

coil resistance. 

Defects in the material under tost disturb tlie eddy-current distribution which in turn alters the 

net magnetic (lux (probe inductancre) and the dissipated power (probe resistance). Conse()iiently 

the presence of a defect is detected a.s a change in the impedance of the probe coil scanning the 

test sample. The changes in coil impedance (or voltage) measured as the probe scans the specimen 

constitute an eddy current defect signal. The eddy current method represents a non-contact method 

of nonde.structive inspection used for rapid testing and evaluation of cotidiicting samples. 

Problem Statement 

Eddy current techniques are widely used in electromagnetic nondestructive testing (NDT) and 

inspection of aircraft structures composed largely of aluminum material. Some of the challenges 

encountered in eddy current inspection of aircraft parts are (i) detection of flaws in close proximity 

to edges, (ii) detection of cracks in the second or third layer (iii) detection of corrosion in .second 

and third layrer. Development of new probe designs to solve these problems in multilayer structures 

is therefore of considerable interest to the aerospace industry. 

Very often cracks occur close to an edge in multilayer structures in aircraft frames. One of the 

challenging problems in the inspection of aircraft structures is the detection of flaws in the second 
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layer In tlu' vic-inity ofwlgos as shown in Figure l.l. This is refprrod to as tiio t d f j r  I' f f cc t  prohh  in .  

Tiu' etigp efrpci is very pronoiinrecl at lower operating freciueufies wiiicii are required for delect ion 

of (laws in t hick samples. Low frequency eddy current (LFEC) prolies are current ly used in I he 

inspection of subsurface fatigue <'racks in aircraft frame structures [2(i]. However the interpretation 

of LFEC signals is rendered clifRcult by the proximity to hidden edges. 

! mm 

erosx'sccuonal view 

/ •tri 
Hdpc DcJcct 

Alummum 

.SccomJ Ijvcr 

lop v»cw 

Figure 1.1 Oacks in multi-layer strni'tures in the vii-inity of edges. 

.\ second iusp(>ct,ioii problem is the detection of crairks utuler fasteners (('11'). .\ schematic ol 

this geometry is illustrated in Figure L.'i. .\lnminum fuselage skins can develop small fatigue i-racks 

after extended period of s<'rvice due to the nimierous pressurizatioii cycles ['25]. Cracks emanating 

from the fastener holes in the aircraft frames are a major source of failures and detection of these 

Haws is tTiade difficult by the proximity of defects to fastener holes, particularly when the fasteners 

are made of ferromagnetic material. 

Detection of corrosion between aluminum plates in test specimens is yet another problem in 

aircraft inspection that has had limited success. Figure 1.15 shows a two layer sample with corrosion 

between the plates. Magneto-optic imaging (.MOI) is one of the more recent that offer some promise 

in the detection of corrosion in multilayer samples. 

This thesis presents simple variations of eddy current probe designs to address the inspection 

problems described here. The three specific problems are solved using three different sensors. The 

performance of the probes is also investigated using computational models. .\ major portion of the 

research effort is therefore focussed on the development of 3D finite element models for simulating 

the test geometries of interest. 
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Figure 1.2 Cracks iinclpr fasteners in multi-layer stnirtures. 

(a) 

(b) 

Figure 1.3 Multilayer samples showing corrosion in (a) lower plate and (b) 

upper plate. 
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Edge Effect Reduction 

A cliaractPristic feature of eddy curreiit inspection is liiat the magnetic Field around an edrly 

currcnt probe coil, influences an area larger than the probe diameter [7|. The area into wliich 

the magnetic field of the probe coil spreads is called the probe footprint which is larger than the 

physical size of the probe, A direct consequence of the probe footprint is the aUje effect. Edges in a 

conducting specimen can be considered as large defects which produce a large eddy current signal. 

When a defect occurs close to an edge the large contribution from edges therefore masks information 

related to the defects. The masking of defect signal by edge signal is referred to as edge effect. The 

larger the footprint of the probe, the more severe is the edge effect. .N'ew eddy current probe designs 

are therefore reqiiirod for eliminating or minimizing the edge effects in an inspection. 

Primary CO.! 

Figure 1.4 A new probe designed using two coils (auxiliary and primary) in 

a concentric configuration for reducing the effect of edges in eddy 

current inspection. 

One of the earliest techniques used for reducing the probe footprint size is shielding. Coil shields 

are generally made up of either a high conductivity ((t) or high permeabilty (;<) material. These 

are referred to as eddy current and ferromagnetic shielding respectively. However, as the operating 

frequency is reduced, the method of shielding becomes less effective in focusing the magnetic flux to 

a small area. Since the detection of defects that are deep within airframe structures require the use 

of low frequency (< 5 KHz) probes, shielding is not an effective method in this application. 

This thesis presents an alternate approach for focusing flux, based on active compensation using a 

combination of coils. .-\ probe consisting of an outer auxiliary coil, concentric with an inner primary 
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coil is shown in Figure l. l. The total Hold (listril)ution is controilctl by c-hanging tlio coil gpomeiry 

and coil currents. Both the magnitude and phase of the currents in the two coils are varied in order 

to obtain the desired (lux pattern. The design parameters of the flux shaping probe is optimized 

using a :$D finite element model. 

Remote Field Eddy Current Inspection 

Conventional eddy current techniques are limited to the inspection of surface and near surface 

anomalies. The sensitivity of eddy <;urrent techniques to deeper Haws can be increased using re

mote field measurements. The remote liekl edrly current (R.FEC) t<'chuic|ue [Ui], originally US<H1 for 

inspecting tubular metallic product, is characterized by equal sensitivity to a (law irrespective of 

its location in the tube wail. This methorl has been extended for inspecting defects in thick metal 

plates using the probe as shown in Figure I..5 [M]. 

Panniiin plane 
/ 

V.>iuti)cU| » V.iluniL* 12^^ 

n 
.\xi% A A.\is U 

Figure 1.5 Partitioning of the volume to be modeled in order to reduce the 

computing resource requirement. 

The RFEC probe consists of two coils, one of which is excited with current (driver) and the other 

used to sense the signal (pickup). Both coils consist of an E-sliaped ferrite core and a metallic sliield 

on the outside made up of steel and aluminum as shown in Figure 1.5. The driver coil of diameter 

LOOmm is larger than the pickup coil (diameter=50mm). The pickup coil senses the field in the 

remote field region and the distance between the coil centers is I45mm. The E-shaped core in the 

pickup coil gives rise to a differential signal in the coil. The modeling of RFEC inspection geometry 

has been made practical by using a volume partition method. 
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Magneto-optic Imaging 

Tlip majJiiPio-oplic/oclcly ciirroiit imager (MOi) i.s a iioiuiostriictivf testing instrninctit tiiat ex

amines aircraft skin for cracks and corrosion [2^1],[2(J]. Tiiis iiietliod uses rnagneto-opiic [)riiiciples 

(o generate real time iniages of defects on a TV monitor. Tlie [jliysical principles of this tecliniqiie 

consists of indncitig eddy currents in tli<' sample and tlien imaging tlie magnetic field associated with 

these eddy currents using a magneto-optic sensor. 

Figure ().l(a) shows the .scliematic of the MOI device. .\ i-opjier foil <'arryiiig a time varying 

(sinus(jidal) planar currents is used to induce eddy currents in the sample as shown in Fig l.(). The 

presence of defects such as a hole in the sami>le disturbs the induced eddy ciirretUs and the tiiagnetic 

lields a.s.soi'iated with these currents in the sample. 

With the sample plate in the x - y  plane the c component of the magnetic Held B  is mapped using 

a sensor plate above the copper foil. The sensor consists of a single crystal garnet wafer (gadolinium 

galliiun garnet) which serves as a substrate for an e.\pitaxial magnetic film that is several microns in 

thickness. When a plane polarized light passes through the film, its plane of polarization is rotated 

in proportion to the strength of the magnetic field (Faraday's Effect). With appropriate optics, the 

sensor transforms a spatially varying magnetic field into an optical image. 

The .VIOf device can detect subsurface corrosion in multilayer samples. In order to study the 

.sensitivity and improve the device and improve its performance the field values encountered in MOI 

inspection are required to be computed. 

Copper foil 

Aluminum plnic 

Figure 1.(5 Schematic of the magneto-optic/eddy-current imaging device. 
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Modeling Probe Performance 

[n general simulation of probe performance using cuimerical models is an important .-tspect of 

the design optimization process. The availability of models is al.so ii.seful in visualization of the 

electromagnetic fields around the probe and in t.he test specimen. Finite element methods have 

been used in this research to tumierically compute the electromagnetic fields a.ssociated with the 

.sensors, and the eddy current or remote field eddy current signals. To successfully model the (law 

fletection signal a three dimensional (;5D) finite element model is reipiired. The large distances 

involved between the driver and pickup <-oils in an R.FEC.' geometry translatf into a large number of 

elements needed for di.scret.izing the volume. The finite element model consefjiKMitly requires large 

amounts of computer resource in terms of both the computer memory and prf)cessing time. 

In all the niofleling work, effort is focused towards reducing the computation time and computer 

memory requirement. For instance in the remote field eddy current (RFEC) model if the driver anci 

pickup coils are modeled using two different volumes, the computer resource requirement can be 

reduced and useful nimierical results obtained. This is implemented by a two stage procedure. The 

first step (-omputes the magnetic vector potential .1 at the partition plane between the driver and 

pickup coils and u.sing this platie as the boundary plane in subsecpiently modeling, the remote field 

eddy current signals of the pitrkup coil are computed. 

In order to further reduce the computation time and utilize larger computer memory the programs 

that solve the linear equations obtained in the finite element method have been parallelized using 

the message passing interface (MPI) to run on a cluster of computers. Domain rlecompostition is 

achieved by subdividing the stiffness matrix and solving the submatrices in parallel. 

The process of domain decomposition can be described in terms of the finite elements. The total 

space to be modeled is divided into domains which are themselves composed of the elements. The 

solution is first obtained for the magnetic vector potentials (.1) on the domain walls. Elements in 

each domain are then solved for individually with the previously computed values on the domain 

walls as the boundary conditions. Results of implementation on a banded complex .symmetric matrix-

using three processors. 
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TliP tliporff ii-al basis of ilir finite clctiinil niocjpl for cclcly i-tirronl NDT is (iescriliocl in tlir next, 

(•liaptor followocl by a parallel iniplctnentalioii of the finite element solver clesrribed in chapter IL 

A cletailfcl discussion of the jirolie design study using flux focusing and retiiote field eddy current 

(RFEC) are given in chajjters I and •') respectively. The modeling of magneto-opiic/ecldy current 

imaging inspection metlioci is described in cha()ter (i. Cotichisioiis and future [)lans are given in 

chapter 7. 
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2 NUMERICAL MODELING 

Finite Element Method 

(iivoii llif biusic principlrs govrriiiiig the physics of .1 syslfin. a mathenialical model translates 

tliesp principles into cliirerential (?(|iiations. To study the system using; a matheiiiatical mociel we 

liave to solve these clifrerontial cqiiatioiis. Figure 2.1 illustrates the general iiiethofi of mailieniatical 

modeling. Finite element analysis is an engineering approach used to solve the partial differential 

eciuations numerically using a set of discrete elements which approximate the continuous domain. 

The differential ec|uations governing electromagnetic fields are given Ijy the .Maxwell's equations. 

MiUhemncical 

Modehntf DitTercntial 

Equations 

Physical 

Sy.slcm 
Sohitian 

Aiialyticai 

Mclhml 

Numerical 

Mcthixi 

Figure 2.1 .Vlathematical modeling of physical systems. 

V X E 
d i  

V  X  H  

V- D P  (2 . ; j )  

V D  = 0 (2 .1 )  

where H . E  are the magnetic and electric field strengths. B . D  are the magnetic and electric flux den

sity. and J.p are the current and charge density respectively. In addition, the following constitutive 

relations describe linear and isotropic media. 

D = f £". B =  n H .  J  =  a E  
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where, f. i-i :inil (t are the pprmittivity, pernieabilily aiirl coiuliictivity of tlie metlia. respectively. 

Solution to the above equations is obtained through the method of [Jotcntia! fun<'lions. The use 

of potentials enables, in a simple way. to reduce the luimber of equations. In electromagnetics two 

ba.sic forms of potent.ial are considered: the first is the magnetic vector potential .1 anil the second 

t h e  e l e c t r i c  v e c t o r  p o t e n t i a l  T .  

Substituting B = V x A into the .Maxwell's equations gives. 

• inside eddy current region 

This formulation referred to as the .1 — I ' niorlel recpiires the solut ion of a vector potential e(|uatioii 

outsirle the eddy current region. To avoid this a seconil potential namely the magnetic scalar 

potential f is introduced. The non-conducting region is then described by. 

• outside eddy current region 

V X V ;< , I = 0 

V-w = 0 

where ir results from H = — Vt", This formulation is referred to as the .1 — 1' — t- model. 

The electric vector potential T  has the advantage that it gives the possibility of niodelingclieleclric 

and conducting regions. It also leads directly to the determination of H since the relation between 

two vectors is linear. The electric vector potential T is defined as 

./ = V X r (2.8) 

and has as a consequence // = T — Vii', which leads to the following equations: 

• inside eddy current region 

V X V X T = fia( —— Vti') 

V- = V • f  (•2.10) 

(2.9) 

• outside eddy current region 

V-  =  0 (2.11) 
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In this thesis tlio magneUc vector potential has been used to solve for the ele<-troiiiagnetic fielrls. 

The four coniponetUs in the .A — V formulation ca be reduced to three at a cost of complicating 

the relationships between the potentials and the sources. One such method is referred to a.s the .1' 

fornuilation which is described below. 

Vector fi is solenoidal (V • £( = 0) and hence can be e.xpressed as the curl of a vector function .1 

called the iiKUjitttic rrrtor iiolenluil,  

B  =  V  X  A  

E.\pre.ssiiig all variables in terms of the vector potential , l an equation in the single unknown variable 

.•I is obtained in terms of the known quantities. 

.Substituting 0 = V x A into eciuation (2.1) we have, 

= -f = = 

In the case of time-varying electric fields the electric field strength E at a point is generally 

composed of two components, solenoidal (vortex) (£i) and an irrotational (source) (/TT). The 

soleiioidal-field component (V Ei = 0) is due to a time varying magnetic field and the irrotational-

field component E-> (V x £'•_> = 0) due to the impressed voltage (or charge distribution). .\ source field 

can be e,\pressed as a gradient of a scalar potential function I '  and conventionally this is e.\pres.sed 

as E-2 = ~W. Eciuation ('2.5) can therefore be integrated and expressed as. 

E =  E l  +  E .  =  ~ - V V  
u t  

In terms of the known quantities and the impressed currents the vector E  can be expressed as. 

(tE = J = - (TVV + (2.i:5) 
at 

In the .1' formulation the magnetic vector potential .1 is replaced by. 

--r = -^-VV (2.14) 
at 

and the equation for E  in terms of .-1' can be written as. 

dl 

The symbol » is dropped in representing the modified magnetic vector potential in the rest of the 

thesis. 
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In coiiviMitioual cclcly ciirroril testing wluTo the excitation freciucncy is less tiiaii a few mega 

Hertz, the iiiciui'cci coiuluction current rleiisity (<tE) is nuicii greater tiian the clisplacemeut current 

density (f^). and hen<-e the equation (2.2) can be written as, 

_  -  -  OD -  0(cE]  -
V X // = ./ H—^ = ( tL  — RS <TE 

( I t  o f .  

.Sulwtititing D = V x .1 into the above equation we have, 

a E  =  V  X  f l  - V  X  -  =  V  X  -(V x A )  (2.ir,) 
/' /' 

Comparing the equations (2.(5) and (2.7) we have the vector potential equation. 

I r. r 
V X -(V X .1 = -ff— + J, 

f i  a t  

Under sinu.soidal steady state conditions the magnetic vector potential .1 is a plia.sor quantity and 

the above ecpiation becomes 

V X i(V X .-[) = -ju;aA +I (2.1(5) 
/' 

Tiiis vector potential equation can be solved for .-l. which can then be used to derive other 

quantities such as U. Jf. E and //. .Analytical closed form solution to equation (2.8) is available 

only for very simple geometries. Consequently for most practical cases, the solution to the above 

equations is obtained using the luimerical techniques such as finite element methods. 

.\mong the many methods available for finite element fornuilation , the weighted residual method 

(Galerkin's method) and the use of an energy functional stemming from a global energy balance 

concept are commonly used. The general approach of any variational method is to derive a function 

capable of minimizing the energy functional rather than solve the above equation directly. The energy 

balance fornuilation lends itself to an easy physical interpretation. general energy functional for 

electromagnetic field problems can be written as. 

T = magne t i c  f i e ld  ener ( i i j  +  e lec t r i c  f i e ld  energy  

=  s tored  energy  +  (d i s s ipa ted  energy  — inpu t  energy )  

The stored energy is due to the magnetic field, the input energy is derived from the impressed current 

densities and the dissipated energy arises from the eddy current densities in the conducting parts of 

tlie geometry. 

In terms of field quantities the energy functional can be written as. 

J=- = I ^ f i  • B d v +  f ^ J  A d v  
J V ^ J V ^ 
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( I v  

III tlif case of liarmoiiir cxcitat ion wo havo. 

IV X .11- + - 7/, • . i 
I I I  1  I  •  

( I v  

Tlip iniiiimization of this funciioii with rcs|)p<'t to the niaRiiwiic voctor |)otontial .1 yields tlic sohitioii 

of vector .1. Tlie terms inside tiie integrand represent the energy terms correspcuuling to 1 lie magnetic 

Held, eddy currents and the source cnrrent.s respectively. 

In two-dimensions the ecpiation can l)e expressed by the energy functional. 

+ ~ ' I '  • dv  

and in tliree-dimen.sions we iiave I he eiif-rgy fiinclionai. 

-  I r f - '  - -  I t" ̂   ̂ i l l '  

The next step in the liniti; element technii|ne is to discrotize the region of interest into small 

a reas  (2  d imens iona l )  o r  vo lumes  ( I t  d imens iona l )  ca l l ed  c l t ' i iw i iLs  connec tec l  t o  each  o the r  a t  nod i  s .  

The discretized energy functional in terms of the variable values at the nodes of tlie mt.sh is then 

given by. 

1 

d:  
o.u, ^ ^ _ 7;. ,r. 

c )£  Oj: Ol)  

where n  is the total number of nodes in the solution region. 

Energy balance in the solution region is achieved by minimizing tiie energy functional within 

every element of the region. This is achieved by setting the first partial derivative of with 

respect to each component of .1 at each node to zero. 

onX]  

OAki  
= 0.  (  =  n:  k  =  x . i j . :  

We then have ' . ]n  simultaneous linear equations in ' . \ n  variables. These equations can be rearranged 

so that they may be represented by the matrix equation. 

P][--ll = [Q] 
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whore [G] is a (;?n x :]n) banded symmetric complex matrix, [.l] and [Q] are (:5n x 1) complex 

column matrii-es. In practice, the minimization is performed on an element, by element basis and 

the contribution of individual elements is summed to obtain the algebraic equatioius in the entire 

solution region. This as.iemblij is achiever! using the ronnt-xltviti/ matrir. This procedure results 

in a global matrix equation in terms of all the variables of equation ("2.1.')) which is solved for the 

tmknown nodal magnetic vector potential (.1). With the choice of triangular elements (;i nodes) 

in the two tlimensional model and hexahedral elements (S nodes) in a three dimensional model we 

o b t a i n  a  C !  m a t r i x  t h a t  i s  c o m p l e x ,  b a n d e r l  a n d  s y m m e t r i c .  I t  i s  s i g n i f i c a n t  t o  o b s e r v e  t h a t  t h e  ( 1  

matrix is symmetric and not hermitian. 

The system of ecpiations is solved using a standard solution technique such as fiaussian elimina

tion to obtain. 

. 1  =  Q  

The solution of the nodal values of .1 is used for computing various physically measurable quantities 

s u c h  a s  f l u x  d e n s i t y  B .  e d d y  c u r r e n t  d e n s i t y  . / . .  a n d  p r o b e  i m p e d a n c e  Z .  

Since in eddy current testing the signal is ironiposed of changes in probe impedance Z .  the 

calculation of coil impedance starting from nodal values of .1 is described next. 

Impedance Computation 

The eddy current method of NDT uses the change in the impedance of the coil as a signal 

to detect and characterize defects. This signal is plotted as an impedance-plane diagram, with 

resistance along one axis and the inductive reactance (or inductance) along the other. The size and 

shape of this plot is interpreted to extract meaningful information about the integrity of the test 

specimen. In numerical modeling of the eddy current phenomenon the probe impedance haa to be 

computed from the nodal values of the magnetic vector potential A. There are several approaches for 

computing the impedance of a circular coil, namely the power/energy method and the flux method. 

In the power/energy method, coil impedance is found from the dissipated power and stored 

energy. Hence this approach yeilds total impedance regardless of the number of coils, their shapes 

or location in the solution region [4], The flux method on the other hand can be used to compute 

the impedance of individual coils by computing the total flux linking a coil in the solution space. 

The power/energy method computes the imdepance from the dissipated power and stored energy. 

In terms of field quantities, the dissipated power and stored energies P and W over a volume u. are 
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•  ( v i t l t i i n f i  

^  J (vurr fn t  J fusm ) 

/ 
(hnn th )  

I'igiirf' 'L'l Current, cjirrying plenipnt in t.lip rliscrptizeti t.hrfv dimensional 

model. 

ralcnlated iising the equations. 

Di.s.sipnlfd Power P = -Jj-Edr 

StoredEnrryij 11" = -  j fi • Bdv 

These values are calriilated for each element and siirnniefl over all the elements to obtain the average 

dissipated pov/er and total stored energy. 

C'onsirler the /th element of lenght /, along the direction of ve<-tor ./,. a rross section area a, 

normal to /,. with a volume f,. permeability /t, and i-onductivity ix,. Expressed in terms of the 

centroidal vector A the dissipated power and stored energy in each element are computed a.s. 

~ i/ ~ ^/. I ^ /. 

U- = I I H i  •  B ,dv  —•  Bidv  = I \B , \ \ i c  = -^ / |V x l \ -dc  
Jv .  ^  Jv ,  -V .  Jr ,  Jv ,  

5, ^|V X 

The total power dissipated and energy stored in the volume of interest is then computed as. 

1 = 1 i=l ~ 1 = 1 1 = 1 

where n is the total number of elements in the finite element tnesh. 

•Assuming a current [ {[rms = UsA'^)) through the coil, the total dissipated power (P) and the 

energy stored (IT) in terms of the coil parameters are given as. 

p = ^r-R 

»• = 
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From the abovf CCIIIALions WP comput.p impf'clanrp of the coil as 

V o • r P • Z - R + L — — + ju: 

Since the design of the new eddy current probes involves multiple coil configurations, the 

power/energy method cannot be used to compute the impedance of individual coils. The flux 

method is therefore used to compute the impedance of each coil. The total flux linking the coil 

i s  computed  d i rec t ly  us ing  the  magne t i c  vec to r  po ten t i a l  . 1  vec to r  o r  the  magne t i c  t lux  f l ens i ty  B 

(B = V X .f). 

(n the Ilux method, the total flux linking the coil (of .V turns) is calculated and the imperlance 

is computed as. 

y  I' I, J^ -^ '  
^ = T  =  7 l -V  = -—°  

whore .V is the number of turns in the coil and o is the total flux linking the coil. The flux o can 

also be computed by directly using the vector B. or using the vector A {B = V x A] and applying 

the Stoke's theorem). 

= j  B • f / 5  o r  ~  j  

», m . . . rri 

z =  ^  B i  •  S ,  = V X .r. • S i  (-2.17 

where S  is the surface area enclosed by the coil, normal to the direction of B and I  is along the 

circumference of the coil. 

Consider the /th element with the surface area S i  in the plane of the coil and let t n  be the number 

of elements enclosed by the coil in the plane. The impedance Z using the elemental values of Bi is. 

1 = 1  1 = 1  

If /,• is the length of the ith element with the length along the circumference of the coil and n  is the 

number of elements in the coil carrying the current and p. the number of current carrying elements 

in the cross-section of the coil. The impedance Z using the elemental values of.-!, (centroidal) is. 

z = (2.15^) 
^ p t i  

In the absence of magnetic materials, inductance (self) is a parameter that is independent of 

the value of the current and depends only on the geometry of the coil. The value of inductance 

can therefore be used to validate the numerical methods that are used to model the eddy current 

phenomenon. 
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Tlic finite ejeiiieiit IIUKICIS have to be lirst valiclaletl prior to their use in probe design studies. 

In this thesis t.iie validation is done by eoiiiparing the inoilel prediction of probe inipedaiu-e with 

analytical calculations for some simple cases. The analytical derivation of the electromai;neti<' fields 

and itiipedance of tiie coil is described next. 

Analytical Computation 

The law of Biot-Savart whi<'h is a statement of observation. enables us to calculate the magnetic 

field H generated by an electrical current ami is given by. 

•I" 

where d l  is a vect.or flifferential line elemeiU with a constant ciirrent and r are [josition vectors 

of the source aiirl tin- observation point, respectively. 

Coil Filament Approximation 

Starting from the law of Biot-Savart. the vector potential .1 and the magnetic induction B  due 

to an arbitrary mirrent filament are given i)y [10], 

•U'T = ^ I 
•lii J I  r — /•' h  | /  

- ^  ! ^ r  i !  ^  t  F -  h  

A -  J I  

where is the free-space perineaiiility. 

For a closed cinnilar lilament since A; = .-Ir = 0 and B,, = 0 we obtain. 

(••Jt 
.4„(n = I f/or'CI-'(o)coso ( 2 . 2 2 )  /  d o r ' D  '(o)coso 

7o 
t  r ' l I T  f  COS 0  

B , [ r )  =  ^  /  d 0 v ' D - - \ o ) \  
J I) —rcos( 

(j =/•,--). Ci.-i:}) 
cos 0 

where r '  = (r'.^'.r') and r —  ( r . ^ . z )  are the coordinates of the source and field point, respectively 

and 

D ( 0 )  = + r -  —  2 r r '  cos 0 .  7 = — r. 0  =  ^  
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Thesp pqiiations ran bo .solved analytically for the field values on the axis (;• = 0) of the coil. 

The field values for this case with the coil of radius (r' = R) placed at the origin (;' = 0) is. 

.-C(o.o,c) = o. B;(0. ()..-) = (). g-.(O.O.c)= Ci.-il) 

fn order to evaluate the field at any other point in space, the e,xpre.ssions are transformed into 

inte g r a l s  o v e r  . I n c o h i n n  e l l i p t i c  f u n c t i o n s  a n d  e . \ p r e . s , s e d  i n  t e r m s  o f  r o m p k l f :  e l l i p t i c a l  i n t e g r a l s  h  { k )  

and E{k) of the first and second kind, respectively with modidus k these equations are [ID]. 

••G(rl 

B r { r )  

B : ( r ]  

where. 

a  = + (r' + /•)••' k = J ~  / ;  =  ; •  +  / • '  k '  =  v  I -
V (i-

W'hen the lield point lies directly oti the circular loop (r = /•' and = r). then k- = I these 

eciuations show a singular behavior. 

Consider a circular fdament of radius r '  =  4 mm carrying a current / = 4 centered on the 

origin (c' = 0 mm) in the x-y plane. Using the above equations to compute the .1 and B fields in 

a plane O.o nmi above the coil (: = 0.5 mm), we get .4(0.0.0) = 0 and 0(0.0.0) = (i.'J8 x 10""' 

Tesia at the center of the coil. Figures 2..'( display the fields along the radial a.xis (^ = 0. c = 0.5 

nun). Figure 2.."J(a) shows the magnitude of vector .4.- with a maximum value at the radius of coil 

(/• = 4 nmi). Figure 2.3(b) shows the vector S.- and Br- B; has two extrema. a maxima inside and 

a minima outside the coil radius with a zero cro.ssing at r = 4 mm . The radial component Br has 

a maxinumi at r = 4 mm. 

= ( ^ • ^ ) ' ^ [ { ^ - i ^ ' r 2 ) r < ( k ) - E ( k ) ]  

4;r fir JAr -
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A n«ld tor» nUn>*nt (r»4n\fn. (•4A) 

2 } 4 5 « 7 8 0 t 0  

3 n«kt tnr « niain«r>t eo<l curTWft*4A) 
jl comporani 

rigiire 2.:? Analytically computed .1; and B fields measured along the radial 

axis 

Coil With Rectangular Cross Section 

Starting from the law of Biot-Savart. the vcctor potential .1 and the magnetic induction B  due 

to an arbitrary three dimensional volume current are given by [11], 

/• /• <« 

•Ir yj. |r-r'| 

J i J ,  I , .  _ , . ' | 3  

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

where J  is the azimuthal constant current density in the conductor and d s  is a differential element 

o f  c r o s s  s e c t i o n a l  a r e a  o r t h o g o n a l  t o  d l .  

For a closed circular coil of rectangular cross section [ R - >  —  R \ )  x  ( Z n  — Zi). the fiekl and source 

points are r= (r.^.:) and r' = (r'.y'.z') respectively with Ri < r' < R-> and < z' < Zn. After 

integrating over /•' and z' the following expressions are obtained for the vector potential (.1) and the 

m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  ( B ) .  

B i n  = 

r'=Ri 

Ri 

r '  =  n ,  

.-=Z, 

z ' - Z ^  

(2.;}0) 

(2.31) 

Since for a coil A; = .-Ir = 0 and B^ = 0. we obtain 

1 f ' "  
.-l^(/^ =  - /  (/o[7D(6) +  2 7 ;-cososinh~'Ji(C)) 

2  J o  

+(;•'" — cos2e)) sinh"' J2('f) — r"sin2(ptan~^ '^3(c)] coso (2.32) 
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H  

wliere, 

r-Jtn 
[{r{i^ = / (/ofos(p[D(<J)) + rcososinir'Ji(o)] (2.:{:t) 

J t )  

.(i^ = / f/c)[-, siiili VJI(0) - ccososinli ' .y'j(c)) - rsin 0 tan ' .^:)(o)] (2.-M) 
J I)  

0 - ^ - y  

3 ( 0 )  = v/r'- + r-' - 2rr'coso. D(<Z)) = C;(o) = ^7- + ^^i"" o 

(/ - i-coso) _ - rcoso) 

r / ( 0 )  '  0 ( 0 ) '  ^ rsinoD(o) 

These oxpros.sioiis arc t hen t raiisforniecl into integrals over .lacoiji elliptic functions and ex|)ressecl 

in terms of the elliptic integrals of the first ([[(/q'. A-)), second (ri (;i.], k ) )  and third (ri(fi.^, k ) )  

kind with niochilus k .  

• U n  =  ' - C ( r . r ' ]  +  v - J ( ^ / 2 ] + ' £ [ C ( k ) f < ( k ) - 2 r ' E ( k ) ]  

+ : ^ [ - P A ' n m n l k )  + 
b a r  ' •  

f [ , ( r )  =  r J ( - / 2 )  -  — [ C ( k }  -  i ' ( k ) K ( k ) ]  

H A r )  =  C ( r .  ; • ' )  +  2 7 : / ( ; r / 2 )  -  ' ^ l k - I < ( k )  

-;^[-Q.(AM)n(nl.A-)+Q--(":')n("!::.A)-Q..(»;,)n(/«5.A)] (2.;57) 

wliere. 

a = s/i' + (r' + r)-'. h  =  r ' +  r .  c  =  ' ' =  \ J ^ -  -t"'=  VT̂  

2r / 2r /•Ir'r 
'" = V—• "^ = V;T7- "^ = VTr 

k -('r- - h r )  ,  . • l 7 - + : 5 r ' ^ - 5 r ^  
"(^•) = i + ——• t^(^-) = A-

n  n  ' }  ' )  

Q,(„,) = ('•'+c)^^, Q r ( n 2 )  =  ( r '  - c ) ^ ^ .  Q r ( n ; ) = 0  

Q.-("i) - ('•' + c)(-27crj^), Qz(ii-i) = (/•' - c)(-27cn.]). Q-An^) = 'Mr' - i-jri^. 

F ^ ( n i )  =  ( ; • '  +  < : • ) « ^ ^ ( > > 2 )  =  ( r '  -  c ) » - ] ' c ^^ ~ ~ 

1 
C(f, r') =--7rr[l+ A-(/n(;''- ;•)], J'(7r/2) = / sinh '^1(6) 

J O  

It has not been possible to find an analytic solution in terms of known functions for the integral 

J( t:/2). However, an approximate solution of such types of integrals can be found. 

J'(7r/2) = I sinh"' 
Jo 
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r - f i  
=  /  -  c c o s f i ) )  +  D ( o ) ] ( l 0  

J t \  

= 

J t )  
. K f l  

= / i"[l 

r ^ n  
=  /  ' " [ 1  

J i )  

(;•' — rmso). 
](/o+ / ln[D(o)]r/o 

J i )  D ( 0 )  

+ + 7 I" + 7" + \/(r'- + - Ir'-r-] 
D ( o )  

( —  ; •  c o s  0 )  

^  O { 0 )  
] d 0  +  i  I t i  [ D - { ^ / - > )  +  s / D - H - f 2 )  ~  

If 7 ̂  0. tlu'ii -1 < - rcoso)/D(o) < I niul tlic logaritliin in tin* integrand can lie expanded 

in series as. 

r (r'-;'coso), cos o) I I r -/-cos o) I'j I r(/' '— n-oso)-,;! 
'H' nTTTi 1 ~ t rim J ~ 7 ̂ 7)777! ' ^ 0 ( o ]  ~ D { o )  '  ^  D { 0 ]  '  2 '  D { 0 )  '  

( sing tlie first term in this series a.s th(! approximation we have. 

J ( - / 2 )  L ,l0 + - in [/>'(-/2) + 

wlu!re th(! (irst term can be represented in tertiis of elliptic integrals of the lirst and second kind. 

Model Validation 

The most fre([tiently morleled probes are circnlar coils of rectangnlar cross section. I'hese coils 

combine the advantage of large attainable inclnctance with the simplicity of <-onstniction. Consider 

a coil of .V turns as ilhistrated in Figure "J.4 with mean radius a. the a.xial dimension of the cross 

section b and the radial dimension of (he cro.ss scction r. Inductance is a function of tiie shape of 

the coil and two shape ratios of ^ and j represent the shape in the analytical computation. For 

the case of a coil with scpiare cross section [h = c) with (0 < :^^ < 1) some simple formulae have 

been derived. 

Figure •J. I .\ circular coil of rectangular cross section indicating the parameters 

required to analyticaly compute tlie inductance. 
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For the coil geometry sliowii in Figure 2.1 a wori<ing rorniiila for inductance (L) a.s ol:)tainpd in 

[9] is given by, 

/. = (i.V-P X 10"' C-'.iiS) 

where P is a function of the ratio alone expressed as. 

p = I-I.lll + ,T(.f )-•} log. - ().8.i8:t.i + 0.20'll(f )'-^] CJ.;!!)) 
2 h h i  l a  

For a coil with .V = 100. n  = 4mm. b  =  c  =  2nim. with a shape ratio = 0.2'). the ecpiation 

(2.:{1) gives P = 20..'UM aufi inductance (L] evaluates to Sl.2l(j0 ^^[{enries. 

In order to valirlate the finite element iiioflels. a simple circular coil is modeled using both the 

two and three dimensional finite element models and thi?ir results compared with that obtained 

using analytical calculations. Table 2.1 gives the parameter details used in numerical modeling. The 

analytically computed value is compared with the values obtained from the numerical models is in 

the Table 2.2. The value of inrluctance can be computed by calculating the total flux enclos<'d by 

the coil or by the power/energy considerations. 

In the 2D model the ecpiation A • dl is used to calculate the flux. The ^iD model uses this 

equation and the equation B  •  ( I S  to compute the flux <&. In :iD modeling iniluctance can 

also be computed from the power/energy considerations. Table 2.2 shows the equations involved in 

computing the inductance of the coil and the inductance <'omputed. The inductance value computed 

using the power/energy method in ;}D model gives the least amount of error vvhen 

compared with the analytical value (81.21(5/1^/'). 

The source of error in the equation using= /, .1 • d l  to compute total flux linking the coil is 

the approximation of the vector dl. Also J, is Jissumed to be constant along the circumfereu(:e of 

the coil. The source of error in the equation using B • dS to compute the total Ilux linking 

the coil is in the estimation of the total area which has flux flowing in the positive direction. .\s the 

number of elements in the cross section area of the coil is increased this error will decrease. 

The discretization of the volume in three dimensional (:iD) finite element model in the plane 

<3 = 0 in the r.o.: coordinate system is the same as discretization of the area in two dimensions. 

Both models use same values of the parameters as indicated in Table 2.1. 

Figures 2.5. 2.6 and 2.7 present comparisons of the field values, as obtained from the 2D and ;{D 

finite element models. Figures 2.5 shows flux plots computed using the 2D and 3D models. Figure 

2.6 shows the corresponding plots of the vector .As along the radial direction. Figure 2.7 presents 

the B; and Br components as computed along the radius in the plane of the coil (r = 0) . 
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Table 2,1 Numerical model parameters for iiicliict.ance computation 

Probe coil (mean) radius ;• 

Coil cros.s-section (square) 

•N'umber of turns in the coil 

Coil current density 

Frequency / 

Conductivity e r  (coil wire) 

Permeability (foil wire) 

Imm 

2mm X 2mm 

100 

10'' .\/m 

1  K l h  

0 S'/m 

1 

Table 2.2 Comparison of coil inductance 

cally. 

compute! 1 numerically and analyti-

Computation .Method Inductance (//H) 

.\nalytical 8l.2l()0 

Two flimensional finite element model 

e riif E = -X^ = -j^Xo - -j-'.V 1 A • dl = /Z 

72.2910 

Three dimensional finite element model 

s t o r e d  e n e r g y  U '  =  ̂  B  •  f i d e  =  \  B \ ' ' d i  . — i M [ J -

80.0(50:5 

Three dimen.sional finite element model 

emf E = -.V|2 = -j^Xo - B • dS •• =  [ Z  

78.2j5f50 

Three dimensional finite element model 

e m f  E  =  =  - J l j X o  =  f ,  A  •  d l  =  r z  

7!).:M17 

The .1 values computed using the 2D model are in agreement with the analytical values. However, 

the analytical B field values are in close agreement with the values computed by the ."JD model. The 

vector .4 computed using the 3D model and the vector B computed by the 2D model show large 

errors. For e.\:aniple the value of B; at the origin computed analytically is (5.28 Teshis. whereas the 

3D model predicts a value of ti.OO Teslas and the 2D model predicted value is 4.25 Teslas. These 

errors are not completely understood and further investigation is required. 

•A. more accurate method to compute the inductance of a circular coil with square cross-section is 

derived in [b]. Figure 2.8 shows the coil dimensions in cylindrical coordinates used in the analytical 

computation. 
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Figiiro 2.0 Comparison of compiitt'c! .1 for 2D aiKl ;5D moricls. 

a) jO McmIM <p<an» isOmm) it)» 30 ModM (p4An« 2«ommi 

14 tQ 10 20 to 10 20 

Figure 2.(5 Comparison of .-l# for (a) 2D and (ID) ;iD models. 

30 MotMri (plan* imO Smmi iO Model (plana oO.Smm) 

A 

/ \ \ 

0 2 4 0 a to 12 14 tQ ta 20 r (mm) 0 2 4 6 a 10 t2 14 16 18 20 f (tnm) 

Figure 2.7 Comparison of B for (a) 2D and (b) :5D models. 
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FiRiiro '2.8 A circular <'oil of rectangular cross spction indicating i lie paraiiiotcrs 

roqiiirocl to aiialyticaly com|)iitt' the incliictance. 

Inclncetl voltage in a lenglli of wire is given hy. 

I '  =  j j J  J .T • f/.s (2 .10 )  

For an axially syniinetric coil with a single loop of radius /• tiie above equation becomes 

V  =  j u i 2 - r A { r . : )  (2.11) 

The total voltage inciiiced in a coil of n  turns is then 

n  

I-' -= ju,'2;r^ r,-.l(r,, -, ) . 1 2 )  
1 = 1 

We can approximate ilie above sumnuition iiy an integral over a turn density of N turns per unit 

cross-sectional area; 

I '  ss j-lTTuj I I 
J J C 

r A ( r . : ) X d r d :  . '.ta) 
c o i l s e c t  i o n  

For coils with a constant number of turns per unit cros.s-sectional area 

= 

coil 
_ • / •—I I  r A { r . : ) d v ( l :  

c r o s s  S C t L l O t l  J  J  c o i l  — c r o s s  — s e c t i o n  

(2.14) 

[f we specify a rectangular cross-section coil of lengtli (l-i — /t) and of inner and outer radii /•[ 

and rn, respectively, we can write 

fh i-r^ 
I' (2.-15) 

The impedance Z  =  V / [  can therefore be written as 

r h  /Tj 

^  -  T t  T w  T  /  /  ( / l  -  / 2 ) ( ( 2  —  M ) '  J l ,  J r ,  
(2.-16) 
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3 PARALLELIZATION OF MODEL SOLUTION 

Introduction 

Tlie finiip I-UMIKMII IIUMIIOII solves a set of partial cliiForfMitial ('(illations l)y miiiimiziiiR a variational 

function clorivocl from ilio oriifinal equations. Tlu' governing etiuation for cckly current analysis is 

Tile jninimization of the (li.scretized form of this function with respect to (lie magiiectic vector 

potential .Tat each notle yields the nimierical solution of vector .1. If n is the uniiiher of nodes in 

the discretized mesh. 

gives '.in simultaneous linear equations in Kn variables. These eciuations are rearranged so that they 

are represented by the matri.\ eciuation. 

where [ G ]  is a (.'j« x .'J«) sparse, banded symmetric complex matrix, [.l] and [ Q ]  are { ' . i n  x  1) comple.K 

cohiinn matrices. 

In general the solution of the set of linear equations takes upto 95% of the total computation time. 

The stiffness matrix G for a practical mesh can use several gigabytes (GB) of computer memory 

even after exploiting the properties of symmetry and handedness. In order to reduce the computing 

time the memory requirement acn be distributed over a cluster of workstations. This requires the 

solver to be parallelized using the message passing paradigm of parallel computing. 

Multiprocessor parallel computing systems consist of a number of interconnected processors. .\n 

individual processor, or node, may be a scalar or vector processor. Vector processors are specialized 

V X —V X .1 = —JijaA + ./, 
/' 

and the corresponding ctnTgy (variational) functional is expressed ;is. 

[Gl[--l] = [Q] 
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iiiachincs that aro spocifirally tar^clccl at problctiis iiivnlviiig coiisitlcrablc amoiit of vector arilh-

motif. B.'usfcl on liow the processors are coiiiiecteci we can liave a siiareci memory system or a local 

(distributed) memory system ;is slioivii in Figure ."{.l. In (lie sliared memory systems tlie main 

computer memory is a global resource available to all processors where as in a distributed memory 

system each processor has its own local memory. .\ cluster of work stations is a distributed mem

ory system that can be a.s.sembletl into a parallel computins^ machine inexpensively. Such a cluster 

of workstations (COWs) is scalable i.e. more proces.sors can be ailded as and when they become 

available. 

P, 
Processors 

Interconnect Network 

Memorv 

Processors 

Memory Modules 

Interconnect Network 

( b )  

Figure 3.1 Multiprocessor computing .systems; (a) shared memory system (b) 

local or distributed memorv svstem. 

A sequential code that runs on a computer needs to be decomposed so tliat it may run on a 

cluster of workstatiuons. Software decomposition can be achieved by either function decomposition 

or domain decomposition [27]. In function decomposition each processor executes a different sub-

function. the results of which when put together give the total solution. However the process of 
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brfakinp; ilio dcsirocl fimction into .snbfuiictions is not scalahlo. i.o. then- is an upper limit to the 

numher of snbprocrsses. T'lie load on ciiffereiit processors may also not he oqiial as the sulifnncrions 

may lie dilferent. This metliod of software decomposition is not scciUMt and ilie system cannot he 

easily load Ijalcinncl. In domain decorii post ion each processor performs the same operations with 

different flata. This meliiod is inherently load balanced and is also scalable. 

Domain (or data) decomposition rec|nires some <-ommunicaiion between llie subprocesses or some 

"message passing", [n ihis thesis the programs that .solve the set of linear e(|nations [rr][.l] = 

[Q] have been parallelized using the dotnaiti decotni)ositioti method. I'he stiffness matrix (1 has 

been flecomposed into smaller snbmatrices and the vector Q is also decompo.secl into corresponding 

subvectors. The protocol ii.sed for inter-process comminiicalion is the .Message Pa.ssing Interface 

(VI PI). 

Parallel Solution 

Figure ;i.2 shows a pictorial representation of the sytnmetric. bandeil mat rix eciitatioii [f-/][. 1] = [ Q ]  

with the shaded area represetiting the nonzero entries. 

Figure 3.2 G matri.x and A.Q vectors in ec|uation C I A  =  Q .  

Figure ;i..'t(a) shows a simple decomposition of inatrix G into submatrices G'l and G-y. .As can be 

seen from Figure 3.3(a). this decomposition does not take into account .some of the nonzero entries 

in the G matrix as indicated by the dark shaded region. Figure 3.3(b) shows an alternative scheme 

for decomposing the matrix with some overlap which will require some communication between the 

processes working on submatrices 6'i and G'-j. The Figure also shows the corresponding overlap in 
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the clt'conipo.siti(5ii of vector Q .  

In order to solve t.he two system of equations C/i.-li = Q\ ant! (/-j.l-j = Q-> iuflependent of each 

other (or in parallel) it is required to decouple the two systems. Hence the terms correspontiing to 

these variables, m, which appear in both systems must be eliminated. 

Figures ;!. l and shows the sequential algoritlun used to decouple the matrices C/i and (!•>. 

The algorithm starts with downward elimination of matrix G\ as indicati-d in Figure 1(a). This 

followed by the upward elimination of Gi whii'h leads to nonzero entries in the vertical batul as in 

Figure :$.-l(b). The diagonal entries in the unshaded G'l matrix are ones. 

Figure ;{..l(a) shows the flownward elimination of Gn followed by iipwarrl elimination as in Figure 

;!.o(b). The elimination process flescribed in Figures ; l .  l  and : i . ' )  are I 'arried out using only row 

operations and hence they rio not effect the vector .1. The vector Q is alfected at each and every 

row operation that is performed on matrix G'l or G'-,.. 

It is observed from Figure ;{..")(b) that the rows indicatetl by //„ I'oiitain nonzero entries iti matrix 

G corresponding to variables indicated by ji,. And similarly rows indicated by ijij have nonzero 

entries corresponding to variables indicated by i/t and (j^. and rows indicated by have nonzero 

entries correspon<ling to variables indicated by (/i, and ijc. In other words the variables indicated by 

y„. tji, and (J,, are expressed as linear combinations of each other. 

The rows and columns corresponding to variables //„. gi, <Jc '"»•> therefore now Idc solved for. 

seperately from the rest of the matrix. Figure :i.(j shows the assembly of the nonzero entries for these 

variables. These are then solved by gaussian elimination to obtain solution vector A corresponding 

to variables f/„. i]h and ijc- The shaded area in Figure :{.7 shows the elements of vector .1 that have 

been solved for in the linear system of equations. 

This partially computed .-I vector is substituted into the original equations represented by Figure 

.'5.2. Figure .'{.8 shows the part of the linear equation system that remains to be solved. In thi.s 

remaining .system of equations if the appropriately marked elements of vector .1 are multiplied by 

the corresponding elements of vector G and moved to the right hand side the system as shown 

in Figure :i.9 we obtain a system as shown in Figure ;5.10. Figure :i.8 shows the effect of this 

substitution, which is to decouple the matrices G'l and G'-j. 

The two sets of linear equations shown in Figure 3.10 are solved in parallel to obtain the vectors 

.-li and The values computed from Figures :].9 and 3.6 are combined to obtain the total solution 

.-I as shown in Figure 3.11. 

Decomposing the global stiffness matrix G  into the decoupled submatrices as described in this 
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Figure ;5.:i Decomposition of the G'.-l = Q  into two subproblems. 
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Figure 3.4 Decomposition algorithm showing the downward and upward elim

ination in matrix G" I. 
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Figure :{.o Decomposition algorithm showing the downward and upward elim

ination in matrix CZ-j. 

Figure 3.6 Assembly of nonzero entries in matrix G  corresponding to variables 

indicated by ja- Ub (jc-
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[•"igurp :5.7 Assembly of nonzero entries in matrix G  oorresponciing to variables 

indicated by (/„. gi, and 

a  

o c  

Figure 3.8 The unsolved part of tlie equation G.-l = Q .  
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Figurp ;>.!) Partially comptitcd .1 vnctor and its substitution in ('(luation 

6 " .  I  =  Q .  

Figure 10 The effect of substituting the values of partially computed .1 vector 

i n t o  e q u a t i o n  G ' . 4  =  Q .  
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Figure ;i.ll A.ssembiy of the filial solution vector .1. 

section can consume considerable computing resource. This process of decomposing the data (or 

domain) as represented Ijy the (i niatri.x can also be parallelized as de.scribed in the next section. 

Parallel Decomposition 

The tlecomposition of the matrix G  into decoupled snbmatrices f/i and G'-j as rlepicted in Figure 

;t.O can also be parallelized. Consider a stiffness matrix G as in Figure .'i.Ti. The matrix is to be 

decotiiposed into three decoupled indei^eiident submatrices. 

The algorithm to achieve this in parallel begins by creating three matrices G'l. G'v and G';i as 

shosvn in Figure li.rj. These three submatrices can be decoupled and then .solved in parallel. Figure 

shows the 3 matrices that can be processed on different processors. It is noted that the 

matrices are not square. The submatrices have overlap in data and hence communication will be 

required between the processors. 

The matrices are eliminated downwards simultaneously (in parallel) as shown in Figure li.l-l. 

This process creates vertical bands of nonzero entries called "fill in " in the submatrices as shown. 

The direction of elimination is indicated by the arrows and the "fill in" is indicated by the shaded 

areas. 

Figure 15(a) shows the communication required at the end of downward elimination process. 

The first (I) processor does not receive any message and the last (3) processor does not send any 

message. .\11 other processors send and receive data as indicated. Each of the data sent and received 
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Figure li.12 Tlie (! matrix (leromposecl into submatriccs. 

d {  

Figure 3.13 The G  matrix decomposed into 3 subniatrices to be processed on 

3 different computer processors in parallel. 
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Figure ii.lt Parallel downward eliriiinat.ion off/). (!•} and Ci-.i. 

con.sist.s of blocks of data and is called t.he blocked send/receive. The proci>sses do not proceed further 

until the communication is complete. Figure :!.l")(b) shows the changed portion of the niatrices after 

comnuinication of data has been completed. 

Figure ;i. 1(5 shows the simultaneous (parallel) upward elimination of the matrices C I [ .  ( ! • >  and G':j. 

This creates vertical bands of nonzero entries in the matrices ;is indicated by the dark shaded area. 

This completes the elimination of the G matri.K and Q vector in parallel using three processors. .\s 

described in the previous section the G matri.x anci Q vector corresponcling to the variables , (/i,. 

ijc and tj.i can now bf? assembled as the.se equations do not have a nonzero coefficient for any otiier 

variable. 

Figure li.17 shows the assembled portion of the entries in the (.1 submatrices corresponding to 

the variables indicated by ijt,. ijc and <j,i- This .sot of linear equations is then solved to obtain a 

solution for parts of A vector as described in previous section. This partially i:ompiited .1 vector is 

then substituted into the original equation G'.-l = Q to decouple the system of ecjuations into three 

sets of equations of G'l.-U = Qi. G'-j.A-j = Q-< and G'a.-la = Q3. These decoupled systems of linear 

equations are then solved in parallel using three processors. 
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Figure I!. 15 Inter process conmuinicatioii (i)iockeci). 
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c b l  
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Figure li.Ki Parallel upward elimination of G'l. G'-j and Ll-j. 

Figure :5.L7 Parallel assembly of nonzero entries in matrix G' corresponding to 

variables indicated by i/,,, Hb- Uc and */,<. 
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4 EDGE EFFECT REDUCTION 

This ciinpicr liiscMissrs ihc cli'sigii of (irohes for minimizing r-cigc fffcrts. 'I'lio ccigo effect cncoim-

tercci in oddy <'nrrcni inspection of aircr.ift strncturos is descril)ecl first, in detail n.siiig botli modeling 

and experimental resnlts. This is followed by a study of shielding of eddy cnrrent probes, and (he 

eircctiveness of siiielditig for th(> application nnder consideration. Finally a (inx focusing method 

using active compiMisation is described along with potential candidate design of I'ddy cnrrent probe 

for edge effect reduction. 

Edge Effect in Eddy Current Inspection 

Very often cracks occur close to an edge in multilayer structures in aircraft frames. One of the 

challenging proiilems in the itispection of aircraft structures is the detection of flaws in ihe .second 

layer  in  the vicini ty  of  < 'dges as  shown in Figure l . l .  This  is  referred to  as  the idg t  i j j i c t  invh l i  in .  

The edge effect is very pronounced at lower operating frec(uencies which arc reciuired for detection 

of [laws in thick samples. Low frequency eddy currcnt (LFEC) probes are currently used in the 

inspection of subsurface fatigue cracks in aircraft frame structures [2f)]. However the interpretation 

of LFEC signals is rendered difficult by the proximity to hidden edges. 

.\ircraft structures consist of multiple layers with edges in the subsurface layers. Consequently 

the detection of defects in the second layer in the vicinity of edges is rendered difficult by the edge 

effect. .-V study of edge effcct in multilayer geometry was conducted using a three dimensional finite 

element model. The sample consists of two aluntinum plates with a defect in the lower plate close to 

a hidden edge. The test geometry is shown in Figure 4.1. The geometry shows that a half symmetry 

can be used to model and reduce the computing resources required. The boundary conditions on 

the plane of symmetry are applied by forcing the components of vector potential .1 not normal to 

the plane to zero. Table 4.1 gives values of all the parameters used in the .'50 finite element model. 

Figure 4.2 shows the defect and edge signals in the impedance plane. It can be observed that 

the edge signal is very large compared to the defect signal. When the defect occurs close to an edge 
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u 1-r Plane of 
svinmclrv 

Scan 

Ttip view 

-EL 

Cross-sectional view 

Figuro -1.1 Test geometry for edge effect study. 

Table -l.l Numerical model jiarameters for edge effect modeling. 

Parameter Value 

Probe coil radius ;• 

Coil cross-.section 

Coil current density J, 

Sample (two .-Vluminum plates) size 

Defect size 

Edge to defect distance cL 

Frec|uency / 

Conductivity a,\i (Alumiimm) 

Permeability/Zp (Ferrite) 

Conductivity trpe (Ferrite) 

•1 mm 

2 mm X 2 mm 

10*^ A/m 

100 minx 100 mmx 2 mm 

-1 mmx2 mmx I mm (oO'/^) 

2  m m  t o  0  mm 

I and 'y kHz 

l.88(j8e+07 S/m 

lOOOO 

100 s/m 
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ill t.lif' .s(vond laypr. the .signal from the edge will completely ma.sk the contribution from the defect. 

Figure l,;] presents signals from the probe at an operating frequency of IkHz a.s the edge-toclefect 

distance d increases from '2mm to 5mm with (a) i-/=2mm. (b) f/=:!mm. (c) (-/=-lmm and (d) (/=")mm. 

The defect signal is completely masked by the edge contribution for d < o nmi in the composite 

eclge+clefect signal. The defect in the presence of the erlge becomes more visible as d increases. 

5 ' 
•5 

! 3 

D«(actfign«i|i KHi) 

§ 

3 

Edqtvgnatii i<H{) 

X 

^ -5 -4 -J -2 
flMitunc* (onmi) 

-4 -J -J 
icnmtt 

Figure 4.2 Defect and edge (numerical) signals for a coil at f=:lkHz. 

The model was used to compute probe signals at a higher frer[uency of-5 kHz. Figure -(.-1 shows 

the defect and edge signals. The defect signal at thi.s higher frequency is larger and rotated in phase. 

Figure 4.5 shows the experimental eddy current signal at 5 kHz at an edge-to-defect distance d of 

:5mm and 5inm. At this higher frequency the edge effect is seen to be less pronounced and there is 

a shift in the phase (angle or tilt) of the signal. .\t higher frequencies the probe can therefore be 

successful in detecting flaws closer to an edge than at lower frequencies. However, low frequency 

operation required for detection of flaws deeper inside material results in contradictory requirements. 

Consequently, the detection of flaws in the presence of edges in the second layer presents a major 

challenge. 

The model-generated signals have been validated by experiments. The plots in Figure 4.6 are 

the experimentally measured defect and edge signals using a probe of radius lOmm at IkHz. Figure 

4.7 presents the experimantal impedance plane plots for d = :? mm and (/ = 5 mm. Comparing with 

Figure 4.5 it is seen that the experimental results validate the model predictions of the edge effect. 

A commonly used technique to minimize edge effect is shielding and is discussed in the next section. 
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Figure -l.;i Edge effect, (numerical) for a coil at f=lkllz. 
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Figure 4.4 Defect and edge (numerical) signals for a coil at f=5 kHz. 
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Figure '1.0 Edge efTt^ft. (numerical) for .*i coil at. f=') kHz. 
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Figure -1.(1 Defect and edge (experimental) signals for a lOnim coil at f=Ll<IIx,. 

3tfKU«Qqt (itUnca > d KH2) D«tfci-«og« mtanea > snvn (1 *010 

-f -05 
RMistanca (onms) 

-t -0.5 0.5 
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Figure 4.7 Edge effect (experimental) for a coil of lOnini radius at f=lkffz (a) 

t/=3mm (b) (/=5mm. 
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Shielding of Eddy Current Probes 

Low frpriiicnry eddy ciirreiit. lasting is important, in tlip detection of enilipflded Haws and corro

sion in multilayer structures of the aircraft, [n eddy current inspection the tlensir.y of the induced 

eddy currents insicle the conducting specimen is a function of the operating fret(uency (/). material 

conductivity (rr) and magnetic permeability (/i). Thi'se variables are usefl to deline the skin depth 

(the standard depth of penetration) d", as. 

1 'V, = l . l )  

\A7/7)t 

For a given sample with known magnetic permeability ami conductivity the flepth of peniM.ration is 

controlled by the operating frequency, in orrler to detect clefei-ts at larger depths in the material 

low-frequency excitation has to be used. 

The finite element moclel predictions of magui'tic Hu.\ around a simple circular coil carrying a 

<-urrent is shown in Figure 4. The coil h;is a radius of (j mm with a rectangular crf)ss .sectitju of ( l 

mm X 8 mm). 

FfwiiMncv I KHz 

rcQordUula l(nm) 

Figure 4.8 Magnetic flux for a simple circular coil carrying current. 

The eddy current probe coil does not generate a plane electromagnetic wave and for this reason 

the standard depth of penetration is a material/test parameter rather than a true mesisure of pene

tration [L2]. The true depth of penetration St besides depending on frequency, magnetic permeability 

and electrical conductivity, depends also on the sample thickness and the probe diameter. The depth 

in the sample at which the eddy current density drops to l/e (3().8%) of the density at the surface 

is called the true depth of penetration. The effective depth of penetration 5^ is defined as the depth 

at which the current density decreases to L/e^ (4.9%) of the surface density. If the ratio > 10. 
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wilcrp R is tiic mean coil radius, then d",. can be approximated as ;((f,. If the ratio ^ < 10. which is 

usually true iti eddy current testing, then the staiifiard and true penetration depths are significantly 

different [I'i]. For practical design purposes the effective depth of penetration 6^ is approximated ;is 

:W",. even with < 10, 

Tile eddy current defect signal is the change in impedance (or voltage) of the probe coil as the 

probe scans the test sample. The impedance ('/) of the coil is expressed a.s a comple.x sum of tiie 

resistance {R) and iucluctive reactance (.V/.) expressed in terms of the frequency (^' = 'l~f) and 

inductance (L) as, 

Z — + = R + ju/L. (I-^) 

The strength of the induced currents is proportional to tiie time rate of change of the exciting field 

and liciice the induced currents are very large at high frequencies. At low frequencies (< -okilz) tiie 

induced eddy currents are relatively small in magnitude resulting in smaller eddy current signals. 

Consequently tlie defect signal can become too low for detection in the presence of noise. Since is 

proportional to R the signal can be increa.sed by increasing R. However a very large resistance coil 

is also undesirable as it will recjuire a high power source to drive it. 

The inductive reactance (.Y/, = u;/.) can be increased by increasing the inductance L which for 

a coil is directly proportional to the square of the coil diameter (D) and the number of coil turns 

(.V). 

/, a.Y-D- (4.;i) 

Both of these factors also increase the probe size. Consequently, if defects are smaller iii dimensions 

relative to the probe diameter, the defect signals will be embedded in a large average coil signal 

and will be difficult to detect. The miuinumi size flaw that can be detected using a probe coil is 

thus limited by the coil diameter. An ideal probe coil used in eddy-current inspection should have 

a small diameter, high inductance and low resistance so as to be able to detect small flaws at larger 

depths in the sample at low frequencies. 

At low frequencies the magnetic field around the coil of an eddy-current probe, often affects an 

area much larger than is desired [7]. In eddy current inspection the probe footprint is the area in the 

conducting sample in which the eddy currents are induced when the coil is excited. Theoreticaly a 

coil will have a footprint of infinite size, but for practice the area around the probe where the effect 

of the coil fields can be measured or has reduced to a certain fraction of the peak value is considered. 

At high frequencies the footprint is small because of the skin effect, but at lower frequencies the 

footprint is large. A probe with a small footprint is desirable because it has a much better resolution 
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KJiCoiiRuaal 10000 m 

Figure 4.9 Flux plots of the coil at frequencies (a) oOOHz. (b) LkHz. (c) -tKIiz 

and (d) LOkHz. 
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caiJribility than a prolic witli a large foolpriiit. ['"igurp 1.9 shows the flux plols of a i-oil on a lOnmi 

thick aluiniiuiiii sheet with changing frequencies. It, is observed that the probe foot|)rinl decrejises 

with increasing (Vefiuency. 

Otie of llic coiiinioiily used mot,hods for rediiriiig probe foolpriiit.s is shielding where the probe is 

enclosed inside a material of high magnetic permeability (/i) or high conductivity [a] for magnetic 

and eddy current shielding . resjiectively. In eddy-current shielding a highly conductiug mat(>rial 

(copper) is u.sed to enclose the probe. The skin effect causes the magnetic field to ilecay inside the 

shield thereby constraining the flux to a small area. .\ disadvantage of this shield is that the eddy 

currents geiwrated in the conducting shield di.ssipate .some of the energy aiirl result in a net reduction 

in the field strength of the coil. 

Eddy Current Shielding 

The "JD finite element model was used to study the effectiveness of shielding and these residts are 

presented here. Figure l.lOshow.s tlie effect of fre<|iiency on edrly current shielding. \ '2 mm thick 

copper shield is used to shield a coil of radius () mm in generating the flux plots in Figure 1.10. It is 

seen that the shielding effect is more prouticed at higher freciuencies and hence the shielding is more 

effective. .\t lower frequencies (below IkHz) the shielding effects are negligible and this method of 

shielding fails. 

Figure l.ll shows the influcnco of shield thickness on the shielding effect (eddy current). The 

effectiveness of shielding can be enhanced by increasing the conductivity and thickness of I  fie shield. 

Increasing the thickness of the shield increases the size of tiie probe and it also adds bulk. 

Magnetic Shielding 

Magnetic sliielding focuses tlie magnetic flux to a smaller area and also increases the net magnetic 

field strength. Figure 4.12 shows the effect of frequency on magnetic shielding. .-V 2 mm thick 

ferromagnetic material of relative permeability fir = 15000 and conductivity <r = 0 .S/m is used to 

shield a coil of radius (5 mm. The ferromagnetic material provides a path of low reluctance to the 

magnetic flux and as a result focuses the magnetic field. 

The effectiveness of magnetic shielding can be increased by using a shielding material of higher 
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Id) Cou witn coppw 5ni«ki i toooo 

Figure 4.L0 Field distribution around a coil with copper shield (2nim thick) at 

frequencies (a) oOOHz. (b) IkHz. (c) 5kHz and (d)lOkHz. 
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(n> Coil witti coppsr thi«id 2mm ilvck (Soo H2) 

(C) Co)l wtlh copp«r sTMki 4mm thick (SOO H<| 

Figure 4.11 Coil with copper shield with thickness (f=oOO Hz) (a) Omni, (b) 

2mm. (c) 4nim and (d) 7.5 mm. 
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Figure -l.l'i Effect of frequency on a sliieldeci coil. Tliictcness of shielcl= 2 mm 

and frequency is (a) oOOHz, (b) IkHz. (c) okHz) and (d) lOkHz. 
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periiKvihility and iiKToasing iho shield thickness. DifFerent materials shnw difTerent shieklinp; proper

ties. .Materials such a.s steel. Mn metal and ferrites h.avp been <-oiTimonly used as shielding materials. 

Ferrite shields pos.sesing lowest conductivity are most sensitive to flaws wherea-s metallic shields with 

high conductivity are less .sensitive. The metal shields have eddy currents induced in tliem and thus 

the net field can be reduced in inngnir.ude considerably which lends to a lower .sensitivity. Ferrite 

shields on the other hand will increase the total field strength. Mu metal shields have intermediate 

properties, but it being a metal is preferred to ferrite shields. 

The edge effect can be reduced with the use of appropriate shielding, which reduces the foot print 

size of the probe. The linite element moflel was used to st udy t he effect of shielding on t he edge 

effects. Fioth magnetic and eddy currcnt shielding were niodelerl for evaluating this effectiveness in 

reducing edge effect. The geometry is similar to that described in Figure -l.l with an external shield 

being added to the probe coil. The probe is then used to scan a defect in the second layer in tin' 

vii-inity of an erlge. These results are presented in Figures [.U5 to l.Ui. 

Figures l.i;i and l.l 1 show the composite "edge+iiefect' signals using a probe with a I'opper 

shield, at a frei|uency of IkH/ and okHx respectively. In Figure l.l.'Ka) the edge to defect distance 

f/ is ;[ mm and the probe diameter is 10mm. The distance </ is increa-serl to .") mm in Figure |.i;!(b). 

The defect in the composite signal can be visually dete<-ted at the higher frP(]uency (okFlz). Th<' 

effectiveness of copper shielding is observed to be better at higher frequencies. 

The copper shield was replaced with a ferrite shield and the new signals were comi)Uted. Figures 

4.15 show the composite "edge+defect" signal obtained using a probe with a ferrite shield at a 

frequency of IkFlz for an edge-to-defect distance d = :t and o mm. In Figure •l.lo(a) the eilge to 

defect distanc^e ci is mm and the probe diameter is 10 mm. The distance d is increased to .j mm iti 

Figure 4.1o(b). Figures -LM show the corresponding plots at okFIz. In general shielding is observed 

to be more effective at higher frequencies. 

Low-frequency eddy-current probes required for inspection of embedded flaws have large foot

prints and suffer from .severe edge effects. It is difficult to use such probes to detect flaws close to the 

edges in the samples. Conventionally cylindrical ferrite shields have been used to enclose the regular 

unshielded probes to constrain the flux close to the probe. However, this shielding action is only in 

air. These shields are not very effective in reducing the field spread inside the conducting samples. 

The method of active shielding and its use to reduce probe footprint size is demonstrated as an 

alternate technique in the next section. This method is independent of the frequency of operation 

and can be effectively used with low frequency probes. 
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Figure l.KJ licige efrpct (numerical) for a coil with a copper shield (f = IkHz). 
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Figure 1.11 Fdge effect (numerical) for a coil with a copper shield (f = okHz). 
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Figure -1.15 Edge effect (numerical) for a coil with a ferrite shield (f = IkHz). 
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Figure 4.Hi Edge effect (numerical) for a coil with a ferrite siiielcl (f = okHz). 

Flux Shaping Probe (A) 

A.s .seen in the last .section, magnetic shielclitig of probe coils is effective in focusing the magnetic 

flux only in air. In the ap|)lication under consideration it is rec|uired to focus the flux inside the 

metallic test specimen. The approach presented in this section is based on active conipm.sttltoit. 

Active compensation is a tiiethoci that can be used to achieve shielding where the magnetic field is 

canceled in the desired area Idv superposition of another external field. This method has been used 

to make magnetically shielded rooms. This approach for magnetic flux shaping and focusing ha.s 

been exploited for designing probes that reduce edge effects. 
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VltfW • •] 
Figure 4.17 Geometry of the designed probe with reduced edge effect using a 

pair of concentric coils. 
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riiis .ipproach uses an .auxiliary i-oil carryinf? a ciirront which is ilifrcri'iii in inagiiiiiitlc and 

dirpction from that, of the primary coil. The field distribut ions inside the test oliject. can lie controlled 

by varying the relative magnitude and direction of the currents in thi' coils. An outer coil, concent rii* 

with the primary coil was used as an auxiliary coil for compensating the fields inside tlic sample. 

A schematic of tlie coil geometry is sliown in Figure 1.17 along with the cro.s.s-.sectional view. The 

auxiliary coil also carries a curreiU and its fiekl serves to alter the field of the primary coil. I'he 

net spatial field distribution in the test specimen can be controlled by varying the magnitudi- and 

direct ion of the current in the auxiliary coil with respect to the primary coil. 

The total lieM distribution in the conducting layers was studied for a variety of design parameter 

values namely. (/) magnitude. (//) dire(!tiou of current, in the coils. [Hi) the coil cros.s-sectional areas 

and (if)  coil positions. The cross-sectional geomi'try of the auxiliary and primary <.'oils are crucial 

for defining the net field distribution. The two concentric coil configuration lias an axis of synuiietry 

and hence the 2D finite element model can be used to obtain the magnetic flux pattern a.ssoi'iated 

with tlx- different design parameters. Four candidate probe geometries placed over an aluminum 

test sample shown in Figure 1 were modeled. 

C [• 
(PI) 

I mm 

-•""i Tzi \-f 
1mm 

(P3) (P4) 

Figure 4.18 Candidate probes (Pl.P'J.P;5,P-l) showing the primary and auxil

iary coils configurations. 

Figure 4.19(a) shows a two coil probe with auxiliary and primary coils of different cross-sectional 

areas with a phase difference of 180° . In Figure 4.19(b). (c) and (d) the auxiliary coil with an 

out-of-phase current has half the area of the primary coil and the location of the auxiliary coil with 

respect to the primary coil is as shown in the figure. Figure 4.20 shows the effect of changing the 

phase difference between the primary and auxiliary coils. In Figure 4.20(a) the phase difference is 

a. 
^ Primary coil 

. Auxiliar)'coil 

ip:) 

 ̂ EF 
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Figure -1.19 Flux focusing using llie probes (Pl.P2.P:$ and P4) 

Choosing tlie phase difference between the currents in the two coils to be 180° the finite element 

model predicted flux plots are presented in Figure -1.19. On examining the results in Figure -l.U) it 

is seen that the most compact (lux distribution is obtained for candidate PI. Correspondingly the 

eddy current density inside the specimen is also localized. .\ probe based on this configuration of 

coils was used in further study. 

Figures •t.20(a) and (b) show the magnetic field distribution of the probe with coil configuration 

PI and a phase difference of (a) l(jO° and (b) 170° between the currents in the primary and auxiliary 

coils. .As the difference between the phase of the primary and auxiliary currents is increased the 

total field strength reduces both in magnitude and in the area over which is spreads. The current 

density magnitude in both the primary and auxiliary coil is oA/nim-. Keeping the primary coil 

current density at 5A/mm'- and a relative phase difference fixed at 180° , the magnitude of the 

auxiliary coil current density was varied. Figures 4.21(a) and (b) show the corresponding results 

for auxiliary coil current density of (a) 4 A/mm- and (b) 6 Ajmrn-. These studies show that the 
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Figure -1.20 Flux focusing (candidate PI) with variable current, pluise in the 

auxiliary. 

Figure 4.21 Flux focusing (candidate PI) with variable current magnitude in 

the auxiliary. 
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total flux clistribiitioii is vrry smsitivp to the phase and mngnitucle difTfrPiicf's of tlif primary aiui 

auxiliary coil currents. Thr optimal dosigii for a probe with least footprint was obtained with a 

piia.sc clifference of 180° and equal rnagtiitiide of currents in the two coils. 

The probe design obtainerl from this study was used to predict the signal from a flaw in close 

proximity to an edge. The probe geometry is shown in Figure 4.2'2. The probe consists of two 

concentric coils with the auxiliary coil on the outside of the primary coil. The primary and auxiliary 

coils have a radius of Imm and o.omm respectively. The auxiliary coil carries a current in a direction 

that is opposite to that of the current in the primary coil. 

Since a flaw signal rec(uires scanning a defect with a probe, a full :!D finite element model is 

needed at each probe position. 

irn [ZRL 
I mm 

I mm 
Aluminum 

Rdgc * .—• - . 
4 Dclcci 

Biigc'dci'cci diNt;mcc 

Auxiluiry coil 

Primary cm 

Figure 4.22 tieometry used to model the multilayer sample with defect in the 

second layer close to the edge showing the (a) top view and (b) 

the cross-sectional view. 

The inspection geometry consists of the probe on a two layered aluminum sample (each \mni 

thick) with an edge in the second layer and a defect (2mm x 2mm x Imm) at a distance from an 

edge as shown in Figure 4.22. The change in the impedance of the primary/pickup coil is detected 

as a signal to indicate the presence of flaws in the sample being inspected. The impedance plane 

plots as obtained from the numerical model for a conventional eddy current probe and the probe 

candidate PI are presented for various edge-to-defect distances d in the Figures 4.2.'5 and 4.21. 

Fi gures 4.23(a), (b), (c) (d) present the model predictions of the impedance plane plots for a 

conventional eddy current probe at "edge-to-defect" distances d ranging from (a) 2 mm. (b) nmi. 

(c) 4 mm and (d) 5 mm. The impedance plane trajectories are obtained as follows. The probe signal 

for a scan over the sample is computed for each of the three cases: sample with defect alone (dotted 

and dashed loop), sample with edge alone (dotted line) and. sample with both edge and defect 
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Figure •1.2;5 Impedance plane plots for the conventional EC probe for difFerpnt 

edge to defect distance d at a frequency of LKHz. (a) t/=2mm. (b) 

f/=."{mni. (c) f/=4nim and (d) (/=.5mm. 
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(collilimoiis line). TIIP coil iiiipcclaiico is obtained for the [)rol)<' on the ainiiiimim plates witliont 

a defect or edge in the sainijle and subtracted from each of the three scan signals obtained. Tliis 

procednre siimilales the milling effect so that the trajectories begin at the origin. Fignre-l.'J'^a). (b), 

(c) and (d) present the <-orresponding signals for tlie proposed probe where the cro.ss-sectional 

area of the auxiliary coil and the primary coil area is er |iial and t hey have currents of ecinal magnit iide 

liut opposite in pha.se. 

.\ coiiiparison of the results in Figures 1.2:1 and l.'i'l indicate that the proposed prol)e design 

shows increased sensit ivity compared to that of a conventional proije. "Fhe presence of a defect at 

a distance of It mm from tlie edge can be detected using the new probe whereas the impedance 

plane-plot for the conventional eddy-current probe in Figure l.'ii! does not indicate the presence of 

the defect <-learly. The I5D modeling results clearly show thai it is possible to resolve a defect from 

an edge at an edge-defect distance of omm using a probe of lOmin diameter wit h an auxiliary coil 

of diameter 11mm. 

The numerical model lias l)een further used to study the effect of frequency on the performance 

of the probe. Figure shows the impedance plane trajectories for an edge to defect distance 

of ;i mm at fre(|iiencies of In) I KHz. (b) ;{ KHz. (c) o KHz and (d) 10 KHz. The plots indic-ate 

that as the frequency decreases the defcct becomes less visible in the composite edge-tlefect signal. 

The change in frequency also results in a shift of phase of the signal. clockwise rotation of the 

signals with increase in freciuency is observed. Using the numerical model to optimize the design 

a prototype probe was built and used to obtain experimental signals. These results arc described 

next. 

Experimental Results 

The probe design obtained using the numerical model was built and used for experimental val

idation of the proposed approach. schematic of the probe is shown in Figure In order to 

enhance the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of defect signals the probe is configured in a differential 

mode, using primary and reference coils. 

The probe consists of three coils: the primary test coil (Li). the reference coil (L-j) and the 

auxiliary coil which is divided into two. the lower (L-j) and the upper (L4) coils. The coil connections 

are as shown in Figure 4.27. The primary test coil and the reference coil have the same number of 

turns (N=(jOO). The auxiliary coils have .\72 turns each. 

This arrangement is required to maintain the impedance of each of the three coils to be equal. 
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Figure 4.2(j Schematic of the experimental probe (crossectional view) 
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(a) Coil Connections 
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(b) Bridge Circuit (c) Connector Pins 

Figure -1.27 Probe roil connections and circuit. 
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111 llio (liflrroiit ial inodp of operation tiic iiiipfciancf of the reference coil (jjetween U and (') should 

he as I 'lose as possible to the impedance of the test coils (between A and D). Rcpial impedance of 

tiie primary and auxiliary coils ensures equal currents in both the coils. a.s required in the design. 

The half innnber of turns (N'/^) in 'he lower auxiliary ''oil is required so that the auxiliary coil ha.s 

half the cros.s-section area of the primary coil. The winding direction in the auxiliary coil is chosen 

so tliat the (lux of the lower auxiliary coil 1/2 np[)osPs the (lux of the primary coil. This is (^seritiai 

for achieving the (lux focusing e(rec-t. 

In order to generate (law sigiial.s a sam|)ie of "J mm thick aluminum sheet wa.s u.sed with circular 

(law.s of "J mm diameter macliinefl at distances of') mm and 7 mm from the edge (Tigure 1.28). The 

defects in the mmierical model wa.s cubic in shape in contrast to the i-ylindrical defect shape used 

in the experimental sample, but the .size of the (laws were comparaijle. These defects in the sample 

are surface breaking (laws that go all the way through the sample (2 mm thick). 

100 

200 mm 

Aluminum sample 

Dtffccl 

\ 
\ 

V 
Scan IJ 

Scan A 

^ l-dgc 

I'ldgc-ilcfcct 
dtsiancc 

Scan B 

Figure -1.28 Test sample with flaws. Probe .-jcan directions are shown by tlie 

arrows. 

.\ personal computer based eclclyscope designed at Iowa State University was used to tneasure 

the experimental signals. Direct control over the current in the coils and the data handling (cap-

ture.storagc and transfer) capability were special features of the eddyscope t hat were used to cotiduct 

the experiment. Figure 4."28 shows the direction of the probe scan over the sample. Scans .1 and D 

produce the defect only and edge only signals respectively. Scans C and D generate signals from a 

defect at a distance of 5 mm and 7 mm from the edge respectively. 

Figures 4.29 and 4.^50 show the flaw signals as obtained from the probe built according to the 

specifications obtained from the numerical model. These results from tiie actual probe are compared 

with signals obtained using the the model. Figure 4.29 presents the experimental signals using a 

conventional eddy-cnrrent probe whicli can be compared with numerical predictions presented in 

Figures 4.23. Figures 4.24 and 4.30 are the numerical and the experimental results for the proposed 
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prolic rospcriivcly at two cliircmit cclgp loclofoct rlistaiices .iiitl oppr.itiiig rrpt|ii(Micy dI'  10 KHz. The 

oxp'Timciital rpsiilts are iiormalizfcl plots and iifiu'f' a diroct comparison of I IK- ma^nitudc cannot 

!)(• made wilii tJic model j)redict ions. 

Tiie experimental resnlts are in c(nalitative agreement with the re.siilt.s obtained from tiie nii-

meri<'al model e.xcept, for a pha.se rotation. These re.snlt.s validate ihe nnmerical moclel n.sed in the 

design of the probe. The measnred signals al.so conlirin the fe;usibility of the llnx shaping ajjproach 

for minimizing edge effect and detecting flaws in the proximity of edges. 
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Figure 4.30 Impedance plane plot.s for the new probe (experimental) 
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5 REMOTE FIELD EDDY CURRENT 

A major cliallciigc in airrrafl inspfction is tlio clottrtion ofsnljsurfaco cracks around fastncr iioles 

also rofcrrod to as llio prolileni of crack iiiidcr fasteners (Cl Fs). ('['I' rietcction lias proved to be 

flifficiilt using the cotiveniioiiai eddy current (EC) nieiliods that are liniiterl to ilie inspection of 

surface and near surface anomalies. The remote field eddy current (RFEC) lechnicine [K!], initially 

introduced in the inspection of tubular metallic samples, is characterized by equal .sensitivity to a 

flaw irrespective of its location in the tube wall. This method has been i\v:tended for inspecting 

defects in thick metal plates. This chapter investigates the feasibility of using HFEC lechniciue for 

detecting CL'Fs. Sinuilalion of the HFEC inspection using the finite element IIUMIUKI re(|uires large 

computing resources caused primarily due to the large distance between the driver and pickup coils. 

three dimensional lumierical model using a volume partition aj^proacli is ticscribed for reducing 

the (.-ompiitational resource requireiricnt in the simulation of signals. 

Introduction 

The detection of flaws that are located deep inside thick *valled metallic plates is of interest 

to both aircraft and petrochemical industries. .-Vlumimmi aircraft fuselage skins can develop small 

fatigue cracks after an e.\tended period of service due to the numerous pressurization cycles ['25]. 

L'sually. the outer skin is countersunk to provide for assembly with flush-head fasteners. The sharp 

edge in the skin, caused by the countersink, provides a high stress concentration for fatigue crack 

generation as shown in Figure -i.l. Numerous small cracks may be generated along a particular row 

of fasteners. The stnall cracks continue to grow with time and at some point they can cause failure 

of the skin atid rapid decompression of the aircraft cabin can result. Hence there is a crucial need 

to detect them in their incipient stage. 

Conventional eddy current methods have had limited success in the detection of CUFs [25]. The 

RFEC technique overcomes this difficulty and has shown considerable promise in detecting flaws in 

thick aluminum plate structures [15]. The RFEC method was initially used for flaw detection in the 
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t-astcner Crack 

Aluminum plaic 

Kigurp ").l I'atiguc cracks under fatitener. 

walls of tubular iiroducts. 

The priiu'iplcs ni" KTEC inspection lecliniciiie is discussed for ilie case of tubular ujeonu-try. 

Consider a pair of coils inside a tube of couducting material witii their axis along the axis of the 

tube as shown in Figure .j.2. One of the coils (driver) is excited with a siinisoidal current and the 

otiier (i)icknp) used to sense tiie field. If the distance between tlie coils is varied by iiio\'ing the 

pickup coil  along the axis of the tube three distinct zones can be observed as indicaterl  in l '"igure ' ) .2 .  

The amplitude of the IJ lield decreases very rapidly in the region between the coil to a distance of 

approximately ID or one times the diameter of the coil. 'I'lie field amplitude goes through a point 

of inflection b(!tween the rlistaturs of ID atul "JD followed by a region of slow decrea.se in the region 

beyond a distaucc of IJD from the excitor coil. 

The energy flow in the RFE(.' probe inspection method is indicated in Figure -"(.'J. In the near 

field region there is direct coupling of energy from the driver to the pickup [l.'t] where .-us there is 

no direct coupling of energy in the remote field zone. The transition region lies approximately two 

diameters away from the driver coil. In terms of energy flosv the energy sensed by the pickup coil 

has travelled through the tube wall twice radially [1(5] in the remote field region. The phase lag in 

the pickup coil is therefore proportional to the wall thickness. 

This phenomenon is sucessfully used in the RFEC inspection of tubular products and is being 

extended to inspect planar products such as aluminum plates. In RFEC inspection the pickup coil is 

typically two to three diameters away from the e.xcitor coil. This chapter describes the development 

of a ."iD finite element model for simulating this phenomenon. 

The experimental results [M] have validated the above approach. Figure -5.3 shows the RFEC 

signal obtained experimentaly from the inspection of an aluminum plate with a defect of depth=.^0'/c 

of the plate thickness. To successfully model the flaw detection signal a three dimensional (:5D) finite 

element model is required which can be used to optimize the design of the RFEC probe. The large 

distances involved between the driver and pickup coils translate into a large number of elements 
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Figure 5.3 Experimental RFEC signal at 400Hz for a 50% defect in a almninum 

plate. 
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nopfletl for rliscrptizing llio voliinio. TliP finite elpmenl model '-onseqiiently rrqiiires large aiuonnts 

of computer resource in terms of iDoth liie computer memory and proc-essing time. 

This chapter presents a numerical method for reducing the computational resource reciuiremeut. 

The unclerlying idea of the approach is based on part itioning the overall volume into t wo sub-volumes 

antl solving the problems sequentially in the sub-volumes. The results obtained in one volume is 

used as the forcing function for the seconrl. 

Figure o.l presents the schematic of the R FF,(' probe and test geometry. The probe consists of an 

e.\citation coil ancl a pickup coil, both wound inside a ferrite core with a metallic shield encircling the 

coil. This arrangement prevents the flux from the excitation from directly linking with the pickup 

coil, which is placed in the far field region of the excitation coil and picks up the RFEC signal. 

l'..xcnalion unil Kcceivcr unii 
^ n.iL-)(atiHn coiJ 

^ Melallic shield 

— 
Aluminum Deicci 

Figure 5.4 Schematic of the probe for thick aluminum plate inspection. 

The numerical computation of the RFEC signal in the pickup coil requires the use of a ;{D finite 

element model. It can be observed that the size of the pickup coil is very small relative to that of the 

excitation coil and it is located in the far field region of the excitation coil. With a plate thickness 

of 2iimm and the excitation-pickup coil distance of "iOOnim. the FE mesh required for modeling the 

geometry will have a large nimiber of elements. Moreover there are two (!oils involved each with its 

own axis of symmetry requiring a :5D FE model. If the driver and pickup coils are modeled using 

two different volumes, and the computer resource requirement can be reduced and useful numerical 

results obtained. 

This approach for reducing the total number of elements can be used more effectively if the 

geometry being modeled is static. Simulations of eddy current inspection signals require a relative 

motion between the probe and the defect in the test sample resulting in a geometry that is dynamic. 

With some appro.ximations tis shown in the ne.vt section, the volume partition method can be used 

for generating the eddy current signals in the RFEC inspection method. 
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Volume Partition Method 

The voliiino to be modeled in the finite element modeling of an eddy current probe may be 

partitionerl into sub-volumes. The volume partitioning method is particularly useful in modeling 

the RFRC inspection where there are two coils, placed several diameters away from each other. 

The approach is ba.sed on the assumption that the change in the field strength in the far field 

area of the coil will not have any effect on the vector potential values due to the change in the 

defect location, at the plane of partition locaterl suitably far away. With this approximation the 

volume partition method can be used in modeling the RFEC method as two independent smaller 

sub-problems. 

Parliiion Plane 

Volume Vnlume QD 
50mm ^ " 

3(lmm 
fi5mm 

.IDmm 

Aluminum Dclcii 

Figure 5.0 Partitioning of the volume to be modeled. 

This approach divides a large volume into smaller volumes (n,i and Qg) and the computer 

resource requirement, in terms of computer memory and processing time, can then be controlled to 

within the desirable limits. The volume Q,v contains the driver coil and the volume Qg i:ontains the 

pickup coil. 

The volume partition approach for a three dimensional finite element model is demonstrated 

using a simple (.'ase of a circular current carrying ring. Figure o.o shows the partitioning of the 

volume of interest. Volume Q..i with the e.vcitation coil is modeled first and the magnetic vector 

potential .-l is computed on F the plane of partition. F is then used as one of the boundary planes to 

model the s'olume Qg with the pickup coil and the previously computed vector potential .A values 

on F are used as the boundary conditions. 

Figure 5.6 indicates the use of half symmetry with the plane i/ = 0 being the plane of symmetry. 
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Figure ').() The vohime wit h the i-iirrtMit, carrying coil inotlelcd using .i ;iD finiie 

clonicnt iiietliod. 

Plan* ol aynuTMirv (y«Omn» 

I 
i 
§ 

-20 -IS 

Figure o.7 Coil flux in the plane of symmetry for the full volume. 
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The ronipiitecl niinipriral solution of vpctor potPiitia! .1 at the nodes of this mesh is plotted as 

contours to obtain the flux associated with the coil a,s shown in Figure 5.7. 

From this solution we can obtain the vector potential .1 values on plane :  — ntnui. These values 

are used ;us the boundary values in the reduced model of the volume Qp (Figure 0.8). with the plane 

;  = -T/run being the partition plane. 

The finite element solution of the coil field in volume Qg. using the boundary conditions pre

viously obtained, is shown in Figure 5.9. The result in Figure 5.9 demonstrates the successful 

implementation of partitioning the overall volume to the reduced volumes, which are modeled inde

pendently. 

The total memory requirement and processing times for both the volumes n..t and Qg is less 

than the requirement for the entire volume Q. This advantage is greatly magnified in the simulation 

of the RFEC method as the pickup coil is placed remotely from the driver coil. The results of 

Figure 5.8 Partition plane location. 

Figure 5.9 Flu.\ plot in the plane of symmetry for the reduced volume (fis). 
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iinplempiiting this methofi to obtain RFEC signals arp riisrusspcl in the next section. 

Figiirp o..") shows the RFEC geometry and location of the plane T used to partition the volume 

Q into n,i and Qg. The total volume if partitioned appropriately can lead to subvolnmes in which 

additional symmetries emerge, [n Figure ^).o only the volume QQ contains the defect and hence th(» 

defect free region Q ,v with the driver coil I'an be modeled tising a quarter symmetry. The pickup <'oil 

region Qb with the defect will have to be modelerl using at least half symmetry. The use of cjuarter 

symmetry in Q,i leads to substantial savings i:i terms of computing resource reriuirenient. 

From Figure o.;) we see that volume Q,\ ha,s an axis of symmetry whi<"h can be further u.sed t o  

reduce the cotiipiitation resource required. T.able '>. 1 show.s the quantitative reduction in the nunibi-r 

of elements in the finite element model and the meniory requirement for the banded half stiffness 

matrix. 

Table -t.I Resource requirement for modeling 

Parameter Full volume Partionerl volume 

(Q) model (n,i + Qa) nioflel 

Total elements 11871' 313()+5()00 

Memory requirement 300 MB 75+130 MB 

Computation time (single run) 1 I"2 hours 5 hours 

Computation time (total) 180 hours 77 hours 

Figure 5.10 shows the simulated signal from the pickup coil using a frequen(ry of lOOHz. Eddy 

current signals are plotted on a complex plane with the resistance R (real) on the .\-axis and reactance 

X ' l (imaginary) on the y-axis. The simulation signals obtained are in good qualitative agreement 

with the experimental results [15] in Figure 5.10. 

To successfully model the flaw detection signal in RFEC inspection of planar samples, a three 

dimensional (3D) finite element model is required which can be used to optimize the design of 

the RFEC probe. This is a computationaly very intensive problem that requires large amounts 

of computer memory and processing time. A volume partitioning approach has been presented 

for handling such problems involving a large 30 FE mesh. The approach has been validated by 

comparison of the model predictions with experimental measurements. 
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Figure .'j-lO The experimeutni RFE(,'cicfecl signal ai lOl) Hz. 

Figure 5.11 Tiie simulation RFEC defect signal at 400 Hz (moving pickup 

coil). 
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Tlio volmuc partit ion met hod divides a large voliirno mesh in a finite element motiel into siil> 

volumes. The sul>-volumes are then modeled and solved for separately with comiiiiinication of the 

boundary values between the two volumes. A smart partition of the volume and bring out additional 

symmetries in the sub-volumes and can further reduce the memory and processing time requirements. 

Tills method iia-s been especially demonstrated to be n.-sefiil in the planar inspection of the samples 

using the RFEC technic|ue. The driver coil and the pickup coils are modled in .separate sul)-volnniPs. 

The volume with the driver coil ha^i no defects in it and there a quarter symmetry <-an be applied. 

This method is being used to model the inspection of cracks under fasteners ((TFs) in multilayer 

aircraft frame samples. 
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6 MAGNETO-OPTIC IMAGING 

Detection of corrosion in nmltilayer stnirtiires is a problem of significant importance in aircraft 

frame inspection. Low frequency eridy ciirrent (LFEC) inspection metiiorls have been nsetl f(5r 

detection of corrosion that bniltis up between the layers of aluniinnm structures in the ainTaft fra:ne 

with limited success ['Jo], [, 'se of low frequency exi'itation leads to the probes having large footjarints 

and hence severe edge effect. The probes also have low resolution and are unable to detect sTnall 

flaws or corrosion. 

The magneto-optic/edcly current imaging (MOI) technique has shown consiilerable promi.se in 

detection of subsurface cracks and corrosion in aircraft skin inspection [24].["JU]. The operating 

principle of the magneto-opli<' imaging is based on first inducing eddy currents in the ccjuductuig 

test sample and then image the magnetic field as.socriated with these eddy currents using a magneti)-

optic sensor. 

Introduction 

The increasing interest in the opitcal-based sensing systems is in part due to the fact that they 

can directly produce images for interpretation. They are also well suited for use with the fiber-optic 

systems and can operate in environments where electrically based sensors are difficult to use. The 

physics of magneto-optic effects and their application in the design of N'DE systems is discussed in 

this section. 

The interaction of light with material is affected by the magnetic and electric state of the material 

and give rise to the magneto- and electro-optic effects. These interactions may be characterized by 

the  const i tu t ive  re la t ions .  

3  = cE (6 .L)  

B = fiH (6.2) 

where e = fo and f j .  =  iso  \ s  the permittivity and the permeability of free space. If the e and/or ^ 
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of ;i mi'cliiim is dcppuclent on the dirpctioii. llicii ihc modiiiiii is said to be ( in i . so trnpic  ;iiid I hoy :iro 

rppreseiitcd by a ttMisor (matrix). For an aiiisol rnpir iiicdiiim t iic const it ut.ivo relat ions are given .us. 

For a siiit.abh'' (•lioi<'o of the coordinate axes tiiese symmetric tensors may lie expressed as a di

agonal tensor (jirincipal system) with otdy three iiidep<'ndent constants (material assumed to be 

homogenons) and the permeability tiMisor may be ex|)res.sed as. 

In general when the metlinm is hutr ia l  f i j r  ^ //,, ^  fi;  If for a medium /(j. f i , /  = /(; then it is said 

to  be  unicuiut .  

Many materials which are normally isotropic becotiie anisotropic when subject to an externally 

ajiplied electric, magnetic fields or mechanical st ress. Such induced anisotropy is of special interest in 

non-destrnctive evaluation (.\DE). The niagnetii- field that induces the attisotropy can be nie;uiiired 

by observing the magneto-optic effects. 

.•\s a special case of inciiiced anisotropy the medium may become <i! /rnlro[>ic .  in which case 

the tensor ^ is hermitian. In an anisotropic material dilFerently polarized waves [jropagate with 

different velocities (bircf rimjauce) and/or witii different attenuation (dichrni.stn). The phenomenon 

of birefringence and dicliroism exiiibted in tratismissioii and reflection of light in anisotropic material 

are known as Faraday and Ke.rr magneto-optic effects respectively. The Faraday effect is one of the 

most well studied magneto-optic effects, and is tlie underlying idea in the magneto-optic imaging 

(.VIOI) .\DE method. 

In the presence of a large magnetic field the constitutive relations for an isotropic media are. 

D = ( • /•: ((i.;f) 

B = // • // (<i.-l) 

Itr 0 0 

/' = 0 //,; " 

0 0 /<, 

D = CaE ((5.5) 

B = /<„(//+ .V/)=^-// (0.15) 

where is the complex permeability tensor for the medium and M is the magnetization in presence 
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of the pxtorii. 'il (icifl /?. [t. can IJP sliowii that tlie coiiiijlcx pfrriicabihly toiisor /( is of the forrii. 

/ 'II /'IL' 0 

/' = ((5.7; //•jl flyj 0 

0 0 //;)3 

whore fi\2 — //ji (complex I'oiijtigatc). For a uniaxial and lossless media this tensor will take the 

form. 

/' JC' j  0 

/' = 
-J lh i  /' 0 ((i.f* 

0 0 /'-• 

and a iiermitian tensor of this fortti is known as gyrotro[)ic. Tliis tensor can also l)e expressed Ijy a 

numerical approximation iising complex variables [2:5] as. 

I  +  FQ- JQ 0  

/ i  =  / t f , , r  - j Q  I  +  F Q -  (J ( ' '-9) 

0 U 1 

where the complex constants i i .  Q  and F  of the material are the refractive index (of demagnetized 

isotropic material), primary and secondary inagneto-oiiticalconstants respectively. The Faraday and 

Kerr effects can be explained by the primary constant Q (F=()). The secondary iriagneto-optical 

oifects such as the Voigt effect are explained in terms of the second constant F. 

(Consider an electromagnetic wave in +r direction in free spacc (charge density p = U) governed 

by Maxwell's eciuations. 

V X. E  = (Fcirudai /s  law] 

V  X +  J (Ampere 'a  law)  

V  • D = p  ( ( ja i i ss ' s  law)  

V • 0 = 0 (Gauss ' s  law)  

(0.10) 

( (5 .11)  

( (5 .12)  

{(5.1:3)  

where. E is the electriir field strength. B is the magnetic flux density. R is the magnetic field strength. 

3 is the electric displacement. ,/ is the electric current density, and p is the electric charge density. 

The electric and magnetic fields in this case has only £ and ij components in order to satisfy 

Gauss' law. The E and H fields can be expressed in. 

E = ( j :Er+l /Ey)e- j ' '  

H = (xH^+!,Hy)e~- ' ' ' '  

( 6 . H )  

(6.15) 
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Tlic /f and ll lields iinist also satisfy eciiialions V x c! = — ^ and V x /? = ./ + l']c|uating <'acli 

component wo liavo. Ej. = vB,/ k. = —vfir- and. [{^ = —fc //,/ = I'/^r wherr v - with 

being tlir angular frpf|iienry and Ic = 

Applying tlipse with ocjuations ((i.l) and ((i.'I) WP get. 

II,, _ 

I lr  ~  I -  r- ' / / . f  
=  ±j  (fi.K)) 

Tiicrr- aro thus two possible waves in the niedinin ;us shown by the ccpialions above. The wave 

vectors for the left and right circularly polarized waves for such a medium are calcwiatecl using above 

equation to he. 

^ 7 ,  — ( ) ( / ' + / ' r ; ) ]  ( ( ) . 1 8 )  

Let +z be the direction of propagation of a linearly polarized light in this gyrotropic media. 

Suppose at :  = 0. 

[[  =  xf lo  = {x  + j i j )^  + {x  -  j i j )^  ((i.'iO) 

where the linearly polarized wave has been resolved into two orthogonal circular polarizations with 

//n = II//.II = ||//vll-

.\fter the wave that has propagated a distance d uiuts into the media, the magnetic Held l an be 

written as. 

FT = U- + + {X - ((i.vi) 

where ki and ku are the wave vectors for tlie left and right circularly polarized waves, (learrauging 

this eciuation we get. 

/•/ = + e--' '""')(x + uj tan 0 )  ((i.^) 

where. 

0 ^  ((J.V3) 

which shows that the wave is still linearly polarized but the polarization a.\is has been rotated 

coiinterclockwis'? by an angle 0. The rotation of a linearly polarized light in the presence of a 

magnet ic  f ie ld  in  the  d i rec t ion  of  propagat ion of  l ight  i s  ca l led  the  faniday  rotat ion .  
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This anglp of rotation 0 {sprr i f i r  mtat inn)  is proportion.!! to |/ {k  = y/u;[f()(/( ± /'.;)])• whii'h is 

proportional to the magnetization Xf. It can hence be derived that. 

0  =  KM, I  (().2-l) 

where K is known as Knnrlt's constant. 

If the off diagonal terms in equation ((i.7) did have real parts the media would lie lossy. linearly 

polarizecl light on propagating through the media will then become elliptically polarized. 

Magneto-optic/Eddy current Imaging 

[n this .\DF, technir|ue eddy currents are induced in the material to be inspected and a magneto 

optic sensor images the resulting magnetic field. .Material irregularities will cause disturbances in 

the magnetic field which translates to the visual indications in the image. 

The magneto-optic sensor used is a thin ferrimagneti(r bismuth doped iron garnet (ilm (().") mm). 

These films exhibit the property of magnetic anisotropy and have an ea.sy axis of magnetization 

normal to tlx? surface. The material is transparent to light and is characterizetl by a large value of 

specific Faraday rotation (rotation per unit of thickness) in the range of'iO.OOO to 10.(Jl)O degrees/cm 

of film thickness. This feature is particularly useful in detecting low level magnetic fields which is 

desirable in .\ 'DE applications. 

Uniform sheet currents (;iOO .\) at a low freciuency (l-oOkllz) are produced in a c-opper siieet (8.o 

cm wide) which is used to induce eddy currents in the surface being inspected. The magnetic fields 

associated with the sheet [24] currents (in both the foil and the test piece) lie parallel to the hard 

axis of magnetization of the sensor. These fields have little or no effect on the state of niagntM ization 

of the sensor. 

The presence of" defects in the surface makes the otherwise uniform eddy currents non-uniform. 

These non-uniform currents will produce a magnetic field normal to the surface of the sample. The 

iron-garnet film is placed such that these fields pass through its cross section (along the easy axis 

of magnetization). beam of linearly polarized light is made incident on this garnet film and 

the reflected light is collected on a photo-film after passing through an analyzer. The non-uniform 

magnetic fields in the garnet film rotates the plane of polarization of the incident light. The analyzer 

blocks any light that has been rotated in polarization resulting in a dark image of defects on the 

photo-film. 
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Copper toil 

Aluminum plate 

(-•v) 

(h)  

Figure (i.l (a) S<'liem.it.i(: of the rn.ignet.o-opt.ic/ecicly-currciit imaging device, 

(b) Induced eddy currents in a plate of conducting material. 

The MOI in.strumenlation for .N'DE applications has been developed at PR.I Instrumentation. 

Inc. of Torrance. California. Figure (5.1(a) .shews the schematic of the MOI device. The copper foil 

carrying a time varying (sinusoidal) planar currents is u.sed to induce eddy crurrents in the saiitple 

as shown in Figure (j.I(b). The presence ofdefects such a.s a hole in the sample disturbs tlie induced 

eddy currents as shown in Figure (j.2(a) and the magnetic fields as.sociated with the.se currents in 

the sample are shown in Figure (5.2(b). 

With the sample plate in the x-iy plane the r component of the magnetic Held B is tnapped using 

a sensor plate above the copper foil. The sensor consists of a single crystal garnet wafer (gadolinium 

gallium garnet) which serves as a substrate for a several micron thick epitaxial magnetic film. The 

magnetic film serves to amplify the magnetic field B. .-\.s a plane polarized light passes through the 

film, its plane of polarization is rotated in proportion to the strength of the magnetic field (Faraday's 

Effect). With appropriate optics, the sensor transforms a spatially varying magnetic field into an 

optical image as shown in Figure (i.:5. 

The design of the MOI instrument is currently being enhanced to detect subsurface corrosion 

in multilayer aircraft structures. To study the sensitivity and improve the device a finite element 

model has been developed to compute the field values associated with .VfOI inspection. This chapter 

presents the results of numerical simulation studies. 

.A test sample consisting of an aluminum plate 2mm thick with a through hole of diamater 6.:J5 
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Figtirf ().2 (a) Tlip fli.stril)iilioii of llir cckly ciiiTfnt.s in tlio of a Haw 

such as a hole in tlie plalp. (b) The niagiiotic liclcl iiitliicpcl by i I r '  

disturbed edclv ciirrruts. 

Figure ().."] All experinieiual image obi aiiicd using the MOI inspection method. 

mm along with a current source in tiie form of a current carrying foil (0.04 mm thick) at a distance 

of O.IJJ) mm from the sfunple is considered. 

The above described geometry is modeled using the finite element (FE) method. The Maxwell's 

eciuation that descrilje the electromagnetic fields in terms of the magnetic vector potential (.1) is 

given by. 

V X -Vx A = -Jujo-A + (0.25) 
/' 

where ji and <t are the permeability and conductivity of the medium respectively, a/ is the frequency 

of the e.xciting current in the copper foil and J, is the source current density. 

The Rnite element method solves the above equation by minimizing the energy functional. 

^[V X .4|- + ̂ iwcr|.-r(- -  • A dv 
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The solution ohtaiiied in ternis oF .1 values cat. oacli nodal point, is usotl to coniputo tho inagn<'ti<- flux 

flensity S = V X .1. In particular the normal component is given liy R = 

To reduce the computing resource requirement a quarter geometry is used as indicated in Figure 

6.1. The current carrying Toil and the alimiinimi sample with the hole both are assumed to be 

infinitely long in the direction of the current (/;). The normal ;  component of .1 and the ;/ component 

are forcerl to zero at the bounrlary planes normal to the direction of the current to satisfy the infinite 

length condition. 

Sensor plate 

0.45mrn:, r 
Aluminum plate 

Plane ot 
metry 

6.35m n 

Hole 

Plane of 
Symmetry 

.-.-ih t 
t 

=2 mm 

Figure (5.4 Ceonietry used for modeling a through hole in an aluminum plate. 

Figure (5.5(a) shows the plot of B; obtained numerically on the plane r = O'i i i i in .  The fiux density 

is plotted as an image in Figure (5.o(b). The numerical model was validated using experimentally 

measured peak values of S; at a frequency of oI.'iKhz. The experimental field values are measured 

by gradually increasing the bias field around the sample wiiich is an e.xternally applied DC magneti<r 

field to wiiich tiie fields generated by the defect add. The net effect of increasing the bias field is to 

reduce the image size and when the peak field due to the hole and the DC field are equal the image 

vanishes completely. The reading of the DC field generator at this point is taken to be the peak 

defect field value. This model has further been used to model corrosion detection. 
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igure (j.o (a) The magnetic field (B : )  in tiie sensor computed using tiie finite 

element model for a through hole in the aluminum plate sample at 

•51.2kHz. (b) The projected image. 
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Corrosion Detection 

Tlu" MOI iiispfction iiictliod is ix'iiig extciiclrci to ilotoct, corrosion in plnnar samples using the 

gooniPtry in Figure ().(i. The lest snnii)le is an alimiimnm (TOTo) copper plate of tliickness I .-jmrn. A 

current inducing j^latc of tliickness O.O'lnini is placed above the aluminum sample plate at a tlisiance 

of O.iJomm. The samples may consist of more than one plate, and corrosion may l)e present at plate 

interfaces. .\ corrosion pit in the form of a hemispherical dome of radius H)mm and height h is 

introduced in the plate :us shown in the figure. Figure (5.7 shows the region of interest discretized 

using a finite eh'ment mesh. 

Scniior 

y N 
/ \ 

1 ^  
/ 

IMmm 

N ^ 
V ^ ^ ^ f  

0 45mm 

.-Muminum plaic 
ilemispherical corrusion dome 

h 

Figure (j.() (ii 'onietry used for modeling corrosion detection. 

Table C). I .Vumcrical model parameters for .MOI modeling. 

Parameter Value 

Freiiucncy •{ kilz 

Source currcnt density (J.) lO" .-V/m 

Copper foil conductivity (a-/) .i.8001 x 10' S/tn 

.•Muminum conductivity (<T,\t) 1.8SG7 x 10' S/m 
Corro.sion pit height (h) 0.3. 0.225.  0.1.5. 0.07.5nim 

The parameter values used in the numerical model are summarized in Table (j.l. The normal 

component of tiie induced magnetic field {B;) is computed in the sensor substrate which is 0.5mm 

thick and directly above the current inducing foil. 

Figtire 6.8 shows the change in peak amplitude of the magnetic field Brmur the changc in 

the height h of the corrosion dome. 
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Figuro 0.7 DiscTctization used in tlic finite I' iement nicsii .-us seen in liie x-i/ 

;UK I J:-:  plane. 

I 
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Figure 6.8 Change in the magnetic field |S:|„„ir (Tesla) with corrosion dome 

height /i (mm). 
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Foil Impedance Computation 

Tlie copper foil used to induce currents in the sample can be treated as an eddy current probe and 

its eflective iiiipcdance can be computed from tlie total energy and power. The finite element model 

was used to study the feasibiltiy of using this measurement to characterize tlie defect, .\ssuming a 

current I (Irmt = ^/\/[2)) through the coil, the total dissipated power (P) and the energy stored 

(IT) in terms of the coil parameters are given as, 

P  =  ^ [ - R  

H'  =  ^[-L 

From the above equations we compute impedance of the coil as 

,0 • ,  P • 2^^' 
Z = R + JU/L — j j  

The total power dissipated and energy stored in the volutiie of interest is then computed n-s, 

1=1 1=1 

i = i  i = i  ' '  

where n is the total number of elements in the finite element mesh. Figure (5.8 shows the change in 

impedance of the current inducing foil with the change in the height h of the corrosion dome. 

Figures (5.10(a), (b), (c) and (d) present the results obtained for corrosion domes of 0% 

(0.075mm). 10% (0.15mm), 15% (0.225mm) and 20% (0.3mm) metal loss respectively using a fre

quency of 3kHz. The peak value of the B.- correspondingly varies from 130 milligauss to 350 milli-

gauss. In conclusion the MOI instrument can be modified to measure the foil impedance to provide 

additional information about the sample condition. 

Corrosion in a Two Layer Sample 

Industry is also interested in the effect of 2nd layer on signals due to corrosion. In order to 

study this effect the geometry shown in Figure 6.11 was modeled. Figure (5.11(a) and (b) shows 

the geometry used for modeling corrosion between two aluminum plates. Figure 6.11 presents the 

corresponding numerical results of change in Bjmdx with increase in corrosion dome height h. The 

magnitude of values of |5;|mar are shown in the Table 6.2. 
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Figure (5.9 [nipoclance of the copper foil with changing corrosion dome heiglit 

h with (a) the magnitude of Z. (b) the ph;ise of Z. (c) the real part 

of Z (resistance) and (d) the imaginary part of Z (reactance) at a 

frequency of :iKhz. 

Figure fj.l 'i shows the |S;|m>ir values as the corrosion dome height is increased. The effect of 

operating frequency on the defect parameters was modeled. Figure ti.l. 'J shows the change in the 

15; (max in the sensor as the operating frequency is increased. The grapli shows that tlie device 

cannot be very effective in detecting flaws below the frequency of "i.oKhz where the field values drop 

to very low levels. Experimentally it has been determined at PRI instruments Inc. that the MOI 

instrument gives good results when used at a frequency of around :5kHz. 

These numerical studies should be successful in are providing information which can be used in 

calibrating the instrument and obtaining values of the currents and fields required for the optimal 

performance of the MOI device. 
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Figure (5.10 Computed MO imnges with varying corrosion donu' iieigiit li (a) 

li = 0.07') mm. (Ij) h = O.lo mm. (c) li = O.'J'ir) nun and (cl) 

li = 0.;{ mm. 

Sensor plate Hcmisphcrical corrosion dome 

0.45mm 

T 

Aluminum plates 

z: 
1 

h 

T 

Figure 6.11 Geometry used for modeling corrosion detection between two alu

minum plates. 
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Figure (). 12 Change in for a two plate configuration with corrosion 

dome height k. 

Table Q.2 Magnetic field with changing /i 

Corrosion dome 

height (h) (single .M plate) (two .-M plalfs) 

0.000 mm I.7I'I1L-07 T I. i;W0e-07 T 
0.075 mm 8.81270-00 T -l.-'S'l-le-OG T 

0. l.iO mm 1.S-1.SJL-0O T 9.0-l-.'5e-0C T 

O.J'.'S mm .'.S9Sne-0.') T l. l-.'l le-0.5 T 

0.300 mm 3.7j7:k-0.i T 1 .OOi'le-Of) T 

n^O 3fnm 
24 

22 

•18 

0 6  

04 
1SQ00 10000 5000 

Figure 6.Ill Change in the magnetic field |fl .-|mar (Tesia) with frequency (Hz) 

for a corrosion dome height h = O.'imm. 
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7 CONCLUSION 

A miiiibfr of inspection problems of interest f.o I,lie aviation inciii.stry have been ncldressetl in 

this thesis. The focus of the work consists of both new probe design and analysis/optimization 

of existing technologies. The design and analysis of probes has'e been ac<romplisiiecl using Finite 

element modeling of the eddy current phenomenon. A number of procedures for optimizating the 

three dimensional (:{D) finite element code have also been presented with an implementation of the 

code on a cluster of workstations. 

Summary of Accomplishments 

• A two-coil flux siiaping probe has been designed and tested to reduce the effect of edges for 

detecttion of flaws in multilayer structures of aircraft frames. The designed probe uses active 

compensation and consists of two concentric coils with currents of different magnitude and 

phase to obtain tiie desired shape of the flux distribution. This method is seen to minimize edge 

effeirt irrespective of the operating frequency and can be useful for low-frequency inspection of 

enibeded flaws. The conventional methods of shielding are not very effective in focusing the 

flux inside the test samples at low frequencies. The probe performance is extremely sensitive 

to the design parameters such as the relative current magnitude and phase in the coils, and 

the coil cros.s-sectionai geometry. The concept of shaping the flux distribution is very useful in 

the design of special purpose probes and this thesis presents a feasibility study of using active 

compensation for designing probes with a desired field distribution. 

• The remote field eddy current (RFEC) phenomenon has been modeled for detecting embeded 

defects in thick metal plates. The model presents a novel procedure for handling very large 

volumes. The technique for reducing the computer resource required is based on partitioning 

the total volume of interest into two smaller subvolumes. The volume with the driver coil is 

used to compute the boundary conditions on the plane of partition for the volume with the 

pickup coil and the the defect. The volume modeling the driver coil is further reduced by 
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using tlip additional sytnniPt.ry created l^y the absence of defects in t.lie volume. The validity 

of the volume partition approach has been demonstrated by comparison with experimental 

measiiretnents. 

• The magneto-optic eddy-current/iniaging (MOI) has been numerically modeled and experi

mentally validated. The model ha.s been successfully applied to a number of inspection geome

tries such as holes, cracks and corrosion. The .simulation results are currently being userl by 

industry for optimizing experimental parameters. The model can be easily extended to other 

aircraft geometries such as lap joints and cracks under fasteners (Cl.Ts). This insi)i>ctiou 

method is being extended to detect corrosion in multilayer aluminum samples. 

• A parallelizatioii of the :JD finite element cotle has been successfully implementeil. The fle-

composition and solution of the system of linear equations in the finite element modi'ling have 

been parallelized to run on a cluster of computing workstations. The programs u.se domain 

decomposition to obtain three subsystems of linear equations which have been tested and run 

on a 4 CPl.' system of DEC'-Alpha workstations. The programming paradigm used is that 

of message passing implemented using the .Message Passing Interface (MIM) communication 

standard. The parallelized finite element programs have been used to run on a cluster of 

workstations for .solving the symmetric, bancled. complex matrix ecjuations. The use of dis

tributed computing allows the modeling of large and dense meshe.s as computing re.sources 

from separate workstations get pooled. 

Future Work 

The area of active compensation in eddy current probes is a development of this work that can 

find industrial applications. A two coil compensation method has been explored and this work may 

be extended to a more general multi-coil approach. The idea is very powerful and has significant 

potential in design of special purpose probes. 

The model developed for the RFEC inspection method has been validated and can now be used 

for generating signals due to defects in thick plates. The model is currently being extended to model 

detection of cracks under fasteners (CUFs) in aircraft frames. The model as customized for magneto-

optic/eddy currevvnt imaging (.VEOl) inspection is being used to determine the optimal design of the 

device to detect corrosion in two layer samples. 
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Initial work on coflo parallolization for <-liistcr coinpnling lias iiccn tlcnionstratccl. Howover a 

significant, anionnt still remains to he done for o()tiini>!ing the parallelized code, and coiifliicriiig 

a more thorongh analysis of the various issues such ;is using a variable uimiber of processors and 

snbmat,rices for domain decomi^osition. 

As a part, of this research work a menu driven set of programs have iieen deve|o|)ed for preprocess

ing, mesh generation, finite element solution, post [>roce.ssing and graphical displays of the results. 

Tliese programs have been i-ust.omized for eddy current [)robe design and they can be enliaiu-ed by 

adding the graphical u.ser interface. 
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